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1.0 FOREWORD
This InterimTechnicalReport covers work performed under Task I,Plasma Spray
Process Development and Evaluationof Contract NAS3-20112, entitled"Automated
Plasma Spray Process FeasibilityStudy,"duringthe periodfrom June 1976 to November
1978.
The contract with the Materials Development Department, TRW Materials
Technology of TRW Inc.,Cleveland,Ohio was performed under the technicaldirection
of Mr. John P. Merutka, Program Manager, Materialsand StructuresDivision,NASA
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,Ohio. Mr. I.M. Matay was the Program Manager
and Mr. C.W. Fetheroff was the PrincipalInvestigator.Several TRW personnel
contributedto the program on many, often overlappingtechnicaldisciplines.Key
individualsand their most important contributionsare as follows: Mr. T. Derkacs,
metrology subsystem development and APS System/Process evaluations;Mr. H. A.
Steiglitz,design and fabricationof the mechanical subsystem; Mr. P. E. Neal,
microprocessor subsystem development/fabricationas well as soft and firmware
developments and debug; Mr. J. Touhalisky,plasma spray activitiesand electronic
hardware fabricationand system assembly.
The initialspray depositionprocess development effort was conducted under
subcontract by Plasmadyne, Inc.,a Geotel Company at theirSanta Ana, California
facility.This activitywas under the directionof Mr. A. Bernstein,General Manager,
and was performed by Mr. J.R. Wiest,PrincipalInvestigator.
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2.0 SUMMARY
This report covers the interim resultsof an experimental development effort
conducted to study the feasibilityof developing an automated plasma spray (APS)
process to uniformly and reproduciblyapply two layer (NiCrAIY and ZrO_-12Y_O 3)
thermal barrier coatings to aircraftgas turbine engine blade airfoils_ Ta-rg_t
thicknessesfor the metallicbond coat and oxide layerswere approximately4 and 12
milsrespectivelywith a uniformityof +38 _m (1.5mils).
During thisinterimreportingperiod,an automated processhas been developed and
demonstrated to be feasiblefor plasma sprayingthe two-layerthermal barriercoatings
on a JT9D firststage turbineblade airfoil.The hardware fabricatedand utilizedfor
feasibilityevaluationsconsistedof a five-degree-of-freedomblade handlingfixture,a
noncoherent optical instrument for monitoring coating thicknessbuildup over the
specimen surfaces,commercial plasma spray equipment and a microprocessor-based
system controller.Both the plasma spray gun and the opticalsensoreach incorporatea
single degree of freedom. This resultsin two interlacedsix-degree-of-freedom
subsystems,one for coatingapplicationand one for coatingthicknessmonitoring.The
processisperformed inan ambient environment.
During processing the optical sensor monitors coating depositionbuildup at
specificpointson the airfoilsurface and feedsthis data to the microprocessor. The
microprocessorclosesthe feedback loop by controllingthe spray passes of the plasma
gun so as to achieve the specifiedthicknessat each point. The process is thus
applicableto depositionof controlledvariablethicknesscoatingsas well as uniform
coatings,althoughdemonstrationsto date have been limitedto thelattercategory.
The feasibilityof a totallyautomated system includingintegrationof the control
system with a commercially available plasma spray system was successfully
demonstrated. All of the basicconcepts involvedin the processdo work. One of the
criticalproblems solvedwas to design a controlsystem capable of functioningin the
high frequency starterand the electricnoisegeneratingarc environmentsof the plasma
spraysystem.
The noncoherent optical sensor subsystem has successfullydemonstrated
performance surpassingalldesignrequirements. Repeatabilityruns on JT9D specimens
have consistentlydemonstrated standard deviationsof +7.6 _m (0.3mils)in measured
valuesdespitethe mechanical fixturebacklashand wear problems. Repeatabilityalsois
independentof specimen surfacefinish,curvatureand reflectance.
APS processsystem evaluationsto date includedsprayingin excess of 50 JT9D
firststage turbineblade specimens. This specimen was selectedas representativeof
the most difficultspecimens to coat uniformlybecause of the smallsizeand the small
radiiof curvature.
Process evaluationshave shown that the best specimen achieved an overall
thicknessuniformityof +53 p m (+2.1mils),but was withinthe requiredtolerancerange
of +38 pm (+1.5 mils)if the leading and trailingedge thicknessmeasurements were
ignored. Th-ebest coating uniformity measurements were achieved by haltingthe
automatic coating processand measuring coatingthicknessafterallowingthe blade to
cool down to room temperature to eliminateerroneous measurements resultingfrom
thermal warpage of the blade. Modificationswere made to the process hardware to
overcome thisproblem. At the coolingpassage exit holes on the trailingedge, the
depositedcoatingwas well contoured to the edge. There was no need for masking the
coolingholesand no pluggingof the coolingholesoccurred.
Because of problems associatedwith the mechanical hardware development, a
coatingof +76 p m (+3 mils)ismore representativeof the system'sperformance at this
time. This-coatingThicknesstoleranceissuperiorto that typicallyachieved by manual
coating +160 pm (6.3 mils). A number of areas have been identifiedwhere design
improvements should be made in the standard commercial hardware items for a
preproductionprototypesystem.
One of the coated bladeswas submitted to a torchtestat NASA for a preliminary
exposure evaluationof coating integrity.There was localizedspallingat the hottest
area on the leadingedge after23 hours of exposure. This was not unexpected sincethe
coating parameters developed were not to optimize the coating structure,but were
developed to put down a uniform two layeredcoatingselected.
3.0 INTRODUCTION
Gas turbines which operate at higher temperatures have shown increased
performance and improved fuel economy. Higher operating temperatures in such
advanced gas turbineshave been achieved through a combination of higher operating
temperature materialsand advanced cooling. Advanced cast alloysand directionally
solidifiedalloysare reaching theirlimitof compositionalimprovements. Advanced
coolingconcepts are approaching their limitationsdue to complexity of component
geometry, and limitationson engineperformance gainsdue to the amount of compressor
bleedingair needed. For these reasons,an alternateapproach involvingthe use of
thermal barriercoatingsto insulatethe airfoilsurfaces from the hot gases has been
pursuedby NASA Lewis Research Center and others.
The NASA developed thermal barriercoatings,which consistof a NiCrAIY type
alloybond coat, approximately 4 mils thick,and yttriastabilizedzirconiaovercoat,
approximately 12 mils thick, have been used to lower air-cooledturbine blade
temperatures by about 149°C (300°F)inground base researchenginetests.Inaddition,
these coatingshave survivedover 500 engine cyclesto fullpower. In burner rig tests,
the coatingssurvivedsurfacetemperaturesnear 1371°C (2500°F)(Ref.No. 1).
These coatings are applied by hand plasma spray methods. As part of the
continuingdevelopment effort,involvingthe determination of the applicabilityof
thermal barrier coatings to various advanced aircraftgas turbinesand utilitygas
turbines,a number of factorswere considered. One such factor was the abilityto
uniformlyand reproduciblyapply and document the thicknessesof the bond coatingand
thermal barriercoatingon turbinebladesbeyond manual spraycapabilities.
The objectiveof thisprogram, therefore,isto conduct an automated plasma spray
(APS) processfeasibilitystudy. The concept of the APS processdeveloped inthiseffort
is based on an advanced processingapproach,includingthe use of non-contact optical
metrology and data processingsystems that automaticallycontrol the plasma spray
coatingprocess to uniformlyand reproduciblycoat gas turbineblade airfoils.The APS
processdeveloped integratesa multi-degree-of-freedomblade handlingfixture,a non-
coherent opticalinstrumentforcoatingthicknessmonitoring,conventionalplasma spray
equipment operating in an ambient environment and a microprocessor-basedsystem
controller. The process developed is intended to reduce the coating thicknessnon-
uniformity,but more important,to eliminatethelack of reproducibilityassociatedwith
the manual plasma spray(MSP) process.
This interimreport covers the firsttask - "Plasma Spray Process Development
Evaluation." All effortswere concerned with the sprayingof the airfoilsectionof the
JT9D aircraft engine firststage turbine blade. This specimen was selected as
representativeof the most difficultairfoilswhich would be encountered due to itssmall
size and small radii of curvature. The material in this report,therefore,is very
relevantto the generalplasma spray fieldand to thermal barriercoatingof small gas
turbineairfoils.
This reportcontainsdimensionalmeasurement data obtainedby the APS hardware
in the English measurement system (mils). These were converted to the SI system
(micrometers,_m) withoutroundingoff.
4
4.0 PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
The concept of the Automatic Plasma Spray (APS) processisto applyan advanced
processing approach, includingthe use of modern metrology and data processing
systems, that controls the plasma spray coating deposition to uniformly and
reproduciblycoat gas turbinebladeswith a two-layeredthermal barriercombination of
NiCrAIY and yttriastabilizedzirconia. Such a process is intended to reduce non-
uniformity,particularlythe lack of reproducibilityinvolved in the manual plasma
spraying(MPS) process.
Development effortson the APS (Automatic Plasma Spray) process are
summarized in thesefourphases or categories:
1) Plasma spraydepositionprocessstudy
2) APS system development
3) APS system operationand checkout
4) APS processapplicationevaluations
The firsttwo phases were conducted concurrently;the other two were conducted
sequentially.This sectionwillsummarize the effortsin the firstthree phases. Efforts
in thefourthphase willbe summarized inSection5.
4.1 InitialSpray DepositionProcessDevelopment
The purpose of the initialspray depositionprocess development study was to
selectthe specificplasma spray hardware to be incorporatedintothe APS system and
to establishthe process and controlparameters associatedwith thishardware. The
experimentalportionof thisstudy was performed by Plasmadyne, as a sub-contractor.
This includedselectionof the specificprocessparameters to be used with the plasma
spray hardware, preparation and spraying of specimens, and preparation of
photomicrographs of selectedcoated specimens. Additionalanalysisof thisdata was
done to developcontrolparameters unique to the APS process.
Introduction
The plasma spray techniqueisa processthatproduces coatingsof a quality
unavailableby other spray methods. There are three basic areas that find plasma
sprayingmost useful:
1. Environmental resistant coatings: through the applicationof specific
materials, coatings can be applied to resistabrasion, oxidation,heat
(thermalbarriers),corrosion,erosion,fretting,friction,galling,etc.
2. Resurface coatings:rebuildingworn areas,salvagingmis-machined partsor
improving the characteristicsof a finishedpart, can be accomplished
quickly,easilyand inexpensively. This often resultsin a part that will
outwear the originalby a factorof two, threeor more.
3. Specialcharacteristics:coatingscan be appliedto provideelectromagnetic
or electrostaticshielding,grip surfaces,thermal conduction, electrical
conduction,electricalinsulation,etc.
Plasma isoften consideredthe fourthstateof matter, aftersolid,liquidand gas.
This extremely hot substance consistsof free electrons,positiveions, atoms and
molecules. Although it conducts electricity,it is electricallyneutral. When a gas
passesthroughan electricarc,the gas losesone of itselectronsand becomes extremely
hot plasma. Although temperatures can reach 30,000°F most plasma spraying is
performed at lower temperatures. As the plasma leaves the spray gun, powdered
materialisintroducedintothe stream in preciselycontrolledamounts. The materialis
caught up in the plasma stream, becomes molten, and isprojectedagainstthe surface
being coated.
When an individualparticle impacts against the surface, thermal and
mechanical energy is transferredto the substrate producing forces which favor
interatomicbonding. Under these circumstances,plasticdeformation of the particle
and the localsurface area occur. The greater the deformation of the particleupon
impact,the greaterthe probabilityof interatomicbonding.
Despite the intenseheat produced within the gun, the temperature drops
rapidlyacross the interveninggun-to-work distance. This drop is a functionof gas
enthalpy, energy absorption of the powdered material, and work distance. The
composition of the substrate,its mass, relativegun-to-substratetraversespeed, and
coatingmaterialare factorsdeterminingsubstratetemperature. This temperature can
be held to a few hundred degrees by maintaining recommended spray parameters.
Auxiliarycoolingwillreduce substrateheatingeven further.Inlaboratoryexperiments,
metals have been sprayed on mylar filmwithoutdamage to the substrate.
Control of the substrate temperature also leads to a minimization of
residualstressesinthe coatingafterdeposition.The stressdistributionof the coating
process resultsin a tensilestressat the surfacewhich can cause crackingand spalling
and a compressive stressat the interfacetendsto weaken the bond between the coating
and substrateand may cause coatingbreakaway.
Plasma sprayed materials can be sprayed onto virtuallyany properly
prepared surface. Normally thispreparationrequiresno more than gritblastingto
slightlyroughen the surfaceand remove any surfacecontamination.Sincethe energy of
the surfacealsoplaysa significantrolein the formation of interatomicbonds,thiscan
explainthe success of gritblasting.The work hardeningof the gritblastedsurface
creates a higher energy levelat the surface,and serves to promote the formation of
interatomicbond.
A wide varietyof metallic,ceramic and organicpowders have been sprayed
by the plasma process. The major criterionfor sprayingany materialisthat it has a
distinctrange of temperature over which itremains inthe liquidphase. Materialwhich
sublimes cannot be sprayed,and those materialswhich have a very high viscosityas
liquidsare difficulto spray.
Once a particularpowder chemistry is selectedfor a coating application
severaladditionalvariablesof the powder must be controlled.
Some of thesevariablesare:
A. Phases present - materialsof identicalchemistry may have different
crystalline-phasespresent.
B. Particleshape,sizeand density- These characteristicsof the powder
have a controllingeffecton the particlevelocity.
It is important to closelycontrolthe particlesize and size distributionof
the powder. The particlesizedistributionrange shouldbe very narrow so that allthe
particleswill require approximately the same thermal treatment for melting. In
addition,a powder having a wide particlesize distrubutionrange willbe subjectto a
great deal of segregationin the effluentpriorto impact and thiswillresultin a non-
" uniform coatinglayer.
The use of inert or semi-inert gases such as argon, argon/hydrogen,
argon/helium or nitrogen gas mixtures permits the selection of materials which
otherwise would oxidizeifconventionalflame sprayingtechniqueswere used. The use
of hydrogen gas mixtures providesreducingconditions,increasesthe arc voltage and
increasesthe heat transferto the powdered particles.
For any specificarc gas, the effluentpressure,velocityand enthalpy are
controlledby the combined effectsof arc gas flow rate and inputpower to the torch.
Within the envelope of stableoperation these two variablesare jointlyregulatedto
accommodate differentthermalpropertiesof the variousspraymaterials.
Other parameters which must be regulatedduringapplicationof the plasma
spray includegun-to-partstandoffdistanceand rateof deposition.Too shortof a spray
distancegenerallycauses overheatingof the substrate.In addition,ifthe plasma torch
isplaced too closeto the substrate,the powder has too shorta dwell time and willnot
be completely molten upon impact with the substrate.Too largea spraydistanceisalso
undesirablesinceresolidificationf the particlemay occur priorto impact.
Based on the above considerations,the latestgenerationof Plasmatron
(R) plasma spray equipment provided by the Plasmadyne, was selectedfor use in the
APS processfeasibilitystudy. Thisequipment includeda controlconsolewhich could be
interfacedwith the APS processmicroprocessorby the simpleadditionof fiveinterface
relays. The plasma spray gun was suppliedwith two separate powder input ports to
handle both constituentsof the specifiedthermal barriercoatings.The powder supply
" hoppers use a volumetric controlprincipleto accuratelydeliverthe desiredpowder
quantity without burdening the microprocessor with additionalcontrol functions.
Powder deliveryisdetermined by the rotationalspeed of the powder collectionwheel
insidethe hopper canister.
Another featureof the equipment isthe use of criticalflow orifices
instead of flowmeters to accurately control gas mass flows. A flowmeter is a
mechanical device which depends on the mass and configurationof a floatand tube to
regulateflow past the float.The major drawback to thistype device isdependence on
back pressure. Each flowmeter is calibratedat some given back pressureand the
calibrationisonly validat thatback pressure.Sincedifferentplasma conditionsrequire
differentchamber pressures,the flowmeter does not accuratelyindicatethe true gas
flow. The criticalflow orifice,on the other hand, willdelivera constantmass flow of
the arc gas startafterstartas long as the orificedownstream pressurestaysbelow the
criticalevel. The mass flow levelcan be accuratelyset with the orificeupstream
pressureregulatorwithoutactuallyfiringthe gun.
Process Parameters
The process parameters investigatedin the preliminary deposition
processstudywere thosenormally associatedwith plasma spray equipment:
1. Gun type and operatingpower level
2. Powder injectionangle
3. Powder feed rates
4. Powder gas flow rates
5. Plasma gas flow rates
6. Plasma gun to substratedistance
7. Plasma gun traversespeed
8. Powder depositrate
(R) Registeredtrademark of Plasmadyne, Inc.,Santa Ana, CA.
The scope of investigationwas concerned only with maintaining a coating quality
similarto that produced at NASA (Ref.1),not optimization. Major emphasis was on
establishingcontrolparameters amenable to the APS process.
All samples were sprayedwith the spraypatternnormal to the surface.
Other investigatorshad previouslyfound no noticeableeffecton the depositedcoating
with spray anglesvarying up to 0.79radian(45 degrees)from the normal (Ref. 2). For
the APS process,the major concern over the effectof substrategeometry on deposited
coating morphology is the lens effecton concave surfacesof the targetairfoils.The
incidentmaterialaround the peripheryof the spray pattern may be reflectedoff the
blade and back into the spray and then onto the substrate. This could resultin cold
particlesentrapped inthe depositedcoating. For thisreason,itwas thought desirable
to keep the spray pattern or beam as narrow as possiblefor the APS process to
minimize thiseffect.Itwas likewisedesirableto keep the gun relativelynormal to the
surface, +0.35 radian (+20 degrees),to maintain tighter control over the coating
deposition-thicknessuniformity.
In establishingthe processparameters,only the 40 kW subsonicand 40
kW mach I electrodeswere evaluated. Several combinations of spray techniques
(forewardand backward powder injection),power levelsand anodes were evaluatedboth
with and without auxiliarygas. From these investigationsthe 40 kW subsonicelectrode
with foreward powder injectionwas selected.The combinationsof parameters shown in
Tables I and II,for NiCrAIY and 12% Y20_ - ZrO^ respectively,seemed to closely
duplicatethe microstructurepresented in ref_erence_. These were thereforeselected
foruse in the APS feasibilitydemonstration.
Evaluations
Experimental evaluationsduring the depositionprocessstudy were of
two types-- thoseforestablishingthe processparameters and thosefordeterminingthe
depositionprofilesand rates. For establishingthe process parameters, 300-series
stainlessteelmetallographicevaluationspecimens 5.08cm (2 inch)square by 0.23 cm
(0.090inch)thick were coated with each of the coating materials(NiCrAIY and 12%
YoO_ - ZrO o) as well as with the two-layercomposite. For the depositionprofileand
ra_te_measur_ments,carbon steelspecimens 15.24 cm (6 inch)square by 0.32 cm (0.125
inch)thick were used. Each of these specimens contained a two-pass buildupand a
four-passbuildupof plasma-sprayedcoatingover separatetraverselines.
The evaluationspecimens were all sprayed by hand. To obtain the
accuracy requiredforthe profiledeterminationspecimens,the plasma gun was fixtured
on a pneumatic drive device. The surface speed of the drivewas 40.6 cm/s (16 in/s),
and the specimen to be coated was fixturedat a 6.35 cm (2.5inch)standoffdistance.
Co_ cover gas was used while coating allspecimens, and the substratetemperaturesZ O O
were kept below 204 C (400 F). All specimens were prepared for spraying by grit
blastingwith 80 mesh aluminum oxideat 6.33to 7.03kgm/cm (90 to 100 psig).
TABLE I
PLASMA SPRAY PARAMETERS FOR NiCrAIY
OPERATING MODE Subsonic
GUN TYPE SG-lOO
Anode: 2083-135
Cathode: I083A-129
Gas Injector: 1083A-l13
OPERATING PARAMETERS
Power: 21 kW
Voltage: 30 volts + 3 volts
Current: 700 amps + 25 amps
Arc Gas: Argon
Flow Rate: 0.77 I/s (98 scfh)
Auxiliary Gas: None
Power Gas: Argon
Flow Rate: 0.9 I/s (12 scfh)
Powder Feed Rate: 0.70 g/s (42 g/min)
Standoff Distance: 6.35 cm + 0.89 cm (2.5 in + 0.35 in)
-- m
Surface Speed: 40.6 cm/s + 5 cm/s (16 in/s + 2 in/s)
Normal: + 0.35 rad (_ 20°)
Cover Gas: CO2
i0
TABLE I I
PLASMA SPRAY PARAMETERSFOR 12% Y203 - ZrO2
OPERATING MODE Subsonic
GUN TYPE SG-lO0
Anode: 2083-135
Cathode: I083A-129
Gas Injector: 1083A-l13
OPERATING PARAMETERS
Power: 32 kW
Voltage: 37 volts + 3 volts
Current: 800 amps + 25 amps
Arc Gas: Argon
Flow Rate: 0.77 I/s (98 scfh)
Auxiliary Gas: Helium
Flow Rate: 0.20 I/s (25 scfh)
Powder Gas: Argon
Flow Rate: 0.09 I/s (12 scfh)
Powder Feed Rate: 0.63 g/s (37.6 g/min)
Deposit Rate: 0.23 g/s (13.8 g/min)
Stand-Off Distance: 6.35 cm + 0.89 cm (2.5 in + 0.35 in)
-- m
Surface Speed: 40.6 cm/s + 5 cm/s
Normal:, t 0.35 rad (+ 20°)
Cover Gas: CO2
il
Figure 1 shows the microstructureof the two-layercomposite coating
deposited by Plasmadyne on one of the 5.08 cm (2 inch)square specimens using the
process parameters selected for use in the APS process feasibilitydemonstration.
Figure 2 shows the microstructureof a typicalcoatingappliedby NASA at thattime. A
comparison of these two photomicrographs indicatesthat the two coatingsare very
similarin structureand density. The as-sprayed surface finishof the Plasmadyne-
coated samples isI0 _m RMS. By lightsanding,using400 gritsiliconcarbidepaper,the
surfacefinishwent below 3 _m RMS.
Eight composite 50X photomicrographs were prepared from each of
the 15.2cm (6inch)square specimens used todetermine spraydepositionprofiles.Data
was subsequently taken from the photomicrographs and subjected to a computer
statisticalanalysis°The purpose of thisanalysiswas to determine the optimum traverse
or scan line spacing for each of the coatings to achieve maximum overallcoating
thicknessuniformity. The effectivecoatingthicknessper pass usingthe optimum scan
line spacing was also desired. The curve shown in Figure 3 was generated by the
computer usinga polynomialregressionprogram to fita second order curve through the
data obtainedfor the 12% Y_O_ - ZrO^ coating No significantdifferencewas foundZ ,_ Z "
between the two-pass and four-passdata. Therefore,the curve shown isapplicableto
any singletraverseof the plasma spraygun.
The curve shown in Figure 3 was then used by the computer to
determine the optimum spacing between scan lines for overall coating thickness
uniformity. This spacing was determined to be approximately5 mm (195 mils)for the
12% Y203 - ZrO_z coating.Figure4 shows profilesgenerated by the computer assuming
sixpasses of the plasma gun along each scan line. The lower (solid)curves are the
r depositionprofileswhich would resultalong each scan lineinthe absence of the others.
The resultant overall coating thickness profile from summing all the scan line
depositionsis shown by the crosses at the top of the figure. The overallcoating
- thicknessfrom sixpassesper scan lineisalmost 127 _m (5 mils)with peak-to-valley
variationsof approximately 7.5 _m (0.3mils).The effectiveoverallcoatingthickness
per scan linepass isthusapproximately21 _m (0.82mil). Inactualcoatingapplications
a slight"feathering"(slightoff-settingof the scan linefrom nominal between passesof
a multiplepass application)would probablyfurtherminimize the surfaceripplesin the
overallcoatingthickness.
The same type analysiswas performed on the data for the NiCrAIY
alloycoating. There was a significantdifferencebetween the data for the two-pass
coating buildupand that for the four-passbuildup. Plasmadyne stated that itwas not
unusualfor the firstpass to resultin a thickercoatingbuildupthan subsequentpasses,
although the exact reason was not identified.The computer analysisthereforeresulted
indifferentdepositionprofilesforthe firstpassand subsequentpassesfor the NiCrAIY.
These two curvesare shown inFigures5 and 6 respectively.
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Figure 1. Mlcrostructure of Two-layer (NiCrAIY/I2% Yo0. - ZrO2)
P|asma-sprayed Specimen Prepared by P|asma_y_e Using
Parameters Se]ected for APS Process. (IOOX)
Figure 2. Microstructure of Typical Specimen Prepared by NASA
in 1976 (Reference No. I). (IOOX)
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Figure 3. Computer-calculated Plasma-sprayed Coating Deposition
Profile for a Single Scan Line Pass Using 12% Y203 - ZrO2.
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Figure 4. Computer-calculated Plasma-sprayed Coating Deposition
Profiles for 12% Y203 ZrO2 (6 coating passes per scan line).
The computer determined the optimum scan line spacing for the
NiCrAIY. However, inthiscase,both of the curves shown in Figures5 and 6 had to be
used. The optimum scan linespacing was found to be approximatey 5mm (195 mils).
Figure 7 shows profilesgenerated by the computer assuming four passes of the plasma
gun along each scan line. The lower solidcurvesare againthe depositionprofileswhich
would resultalong each scan line in the absence of the others. The crosses again
designatethe summation of allthe individualscan linedepositions.For the NiCrAIY
fourpasses on each scan lineresultsina totalcoating thicknessof approximately 127
_m(5 mils) with peak-to-valleyvariationsof approximately 5.5 _m (0.2 mil). The
effectiveoverallcoatingthicknesswas approximately75 _m (3 mils)for the firstscan
on allthe scan linesand 16 _m (0.64mil)for each subsequentpass.
Based on the initialspray depositionprocess development phase
results,the specificplasma sprayhardware configurationand the associatedprocessand
controlparameters to be used for the initialAPS processfeasibilityinvestigationswere
selected.
APS Process Parameters
The APS process is being operated under normal ambient atmosphere
conditions.No vacuum or othersealedchamber isbeing used. An inertcover gas (CO 2)
isbeing directedat the specimen beingcoated whilethe processisoperational.
Coating depositionis accomplished using one plasma spray gun having two
powder injectionports,each being independentlyfed by itsown powder hopper. One
powder hopper suppliesthe NiCrAIY material;the other suppliesthe Yttria-stabilized
zirconium oxidematerial.Essentiallythe same plasma sprayhardware parameters were
specifiedfor both materials.The differenceswere the torch power, use of an auxiliary
gas with the zirconium oxide material,and use of differentpowder feed rateson the
° two hoppers. Most of the plasma spray operating parameters may therefore be
manually preset;very few controlinterfacesare requiredwith the APS processcontrol
hardware. In a productionsystem, of course,itmay be desirableto controladditional
parameters automatically.For thisfeasibilitydemonstrationonly fiveinterfacerelays
needed to be added to the plasma spray controlconsole. The five signalinterfaces
were:
1. Start(orRun)
2. Hopper #1 Activate
3. Hopper #2 Activate
4. Power Level (#i or #2)
5. Stop (orPurge)
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Figure 5. Computer-calculated Plasma-sprayed Coating Deposition
Profile for a Single Scan Line First Pass Using NiCrAIY.
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Figure 7. Computer-calculated Plasma-sprayed Coating Deposition
Profiles for NICrAIY (4 coating passes per scan line).
Various control parameters were also provided for use in initialprocess
software preparation.The nominal scan linespacingand the number of passesrequired
to buildup a desiredcoatingthicknessare typicalof these. Since the coatingbuildup
per pass isrelativelythin(16_m for the NiCrAIY and 21 forthe zirconia)itispossible
to controlcoating buildupon the variousspecimens surfacesto the desired+38.1]am
(+1.5mils). The possibilityof using the same scan linespacingforboth mater-ialsalso
r_duced the burden on processfirmware tables,since separatecoordinatetableswere
not required.
The study did indicatethata slightamount of "feathering"may be required
duringcoatingdepositionto maximize coatingthicknessuniformityover the specimen.
However, it was feltthat normal slightvariationsin the process parameters and in
positioningsystem tolerancesmay provideadequate natural"feathering."The effects
of surfacecurvature on the turbineblade specimens would alsocontributein providing
some blendingof the theoreticalprofilesgenerated by the computer.
Finally,it should be emphasized again that thisinitialdepositionprocess
study was not intendedto optimize the system parameters. It was intendedto select
parameters to be utilizedin demonstrating feasibilityof automaticallycontrolling
plasma spray depositionwith tightcontrolof thicknessuniformityon (turbineairfoils).
4.2 APS System Development
This phase of the APS process development effort was concerned with
development of the varioushardware and software subsystems with the exceptionof the
specific plasma spray equipment (commercial items) selected during the initial
depositionprocess study. The hardware subsystems include the various mechanical
positioningsubsystems and fixturing,the metrologysubsystem for in-processmonitoring
of coating thicknessbuildupon the specimens, and the microprocessor-basedprocess
control subsystem. The software includesboth the software subroutinesused by the
microprocessorto controlthe overallAPS processand thefirmware tableswhich define
specific process and specimen characteristics. This phase of the program was
conducted in parallelwith the initialdepositionprocessstudy and incorporatedresults
of thatstudyas they became available.
TechnicalApproach
The conventional approach in attempting to deposit uniform thickness
plasma-sprayed coatingshas been to utilizelarge stand-offdistancesbetween the gun
and specimen. The spray pattern divergesas it leaves the gun and tends to become
more uniform as itfans out over largerand largerareas. Ifa large enough stand-off
distanceisused,and the specimen beingsprayed isnot too large,an entiresideof the
specimen can be coated at one sweep. Vacuum chambers are often used to allow even
greaterstand-offdistances.
2O
The stand-offdistancecannot be increased,however, withouta trade-offin
coatingquality,and frequentlythe optimum stand-offdistancewillnot yielddesired
uniformity in coating thicknesses. The conventional approach, therefore,is not
amenable to close control of the localizeduniformity variationsover a specimen
surface. This isparticularlytrue for specimens having complex geometries and small
radiiof curvature.
The approach selected is diametrically opposite to the conventional
approach. The APS processutilizesrelativelysmall gun-to-partstandoffdistancesand
normal ambient atmospheres. This produces a minimum instantaneousdepositionspot
sizewhich can be controlledto more uniformlycoat curved geometries. An in-process
opticalgage is utilizedto monitor the localizedcoating thicknessbuildup over the
specimen. Feedback from thisgage to the process controllerallows the process to
adapt to process variationsand vary the depositionpatternsuntilthe desiredcoating
thicknessand uniformityare achievedover the entirespecimen.
A simplifiedfunctionalblockdiagram of the APS process,definingthe major
subsystems of the approach,isshown inFigure 8. The system isseen to consistof four
major subsystems -- a mechanical positioningand scanning subsystem, a metrology
subsystem for depositedcoatingthicknessmonitoring,the plasma spray hardware, and
the overall process control subsystem. The plasma spray equipment consistsof
essentiallystandardcommercial items with the exceptionof the interfacemodifications
to allow APS process control. The other three subsystems,developed for the APS
process,willbe discussedin the followingparagraphs.
A microprocessorwas selectedas the basisfor the system controller.This
- providesan intelligenceunique among the variousalternativesconsidered-- i.e.,hard-
wired logic,relaycontrollers,numericalcontrol,etc. The microprocessoriscapable of
making decisionsbased on the desired thicknessesand the data from the in-process
opticalgage. It can then automaticallyinitiateiterationsof the coatingdeposition
cycleover selectedportionsof the specimen surfaceto produce the desiredthicknesses.
By utilizingfirmware lookup tables (i.e.,a singleerasable programmable read-only
memory (EPROM) of geometric coordinatesand processspecifications)unique to each
type of specimen, a singleset of processcontrolsoftware can accommodate almost all
types of parts to be coated. Changes in the process are readilyincorporatedby
relativelyeasy software changes ratherthan hardware changes.
In this APS process application for coating turbine parts, the
microprocessor-basedsystem proceedsas follows:
i. The part is loaded in the fixture and the plasma gun readed for
operation.
2. When the run button isactivated,the microprocessorindexesthe part
to the gaging stationand records the bare part reference valuesat
specifiedlocations.
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3. The part is indexed through specifiedscan orientationswhile the
plasma spray gun is automatically activated at the proper time
intervals.
4. After completion of a percentage of spray scans slightlyunder the
required number, the part is indexed to the gage positionand the
thicknessvaluesare measured at the specifiedlocations.
5. The microprocessorcalculatesthe remaining scans requiredon each
lineto achieve the requiredcoatingthicknessand uniformity.
6. Step 3 isrepeatedfor the requiredscan iterations.
7. The part is indexed through a finalgage cycle to verifythe coating
thicknessand uniformity.
8. Ifallportionsof the part are not up to the requiredthickness,steps5
through 7 are repeated untilallare; the microprocessorthen outputs
the actual measured coatingthicknessat each gage pointon a digital
printout.
9. The part isindexed to the load positionfor removal and replacement
with a new part.
The APS process subsystems developed to accomplish thisprocedure are
describedin the followingparagraphs.The detaildata isinAppendices 3,4, 5 and 6.
Mechanical Subsystem
The mechanical subsystem providesthe requiredcomponent positioningand
scanning functionsas commanded by the system controller.These functionsmay be
furthersubdividedintothreesubassemblies:the blade handlingdevice (BHD), the spray
gun scanning fixture(SGSF) and the coatingthicknessmeasurement device (CTMD) or
opticaldetectorpositioner.Each of thesesubassembliesisdescribedseparately.
Blade HandlingDevice
The primary applicationfor the APS processiscoatingturbineairfoil
geometries. Therefore the blade profilecharacteristicsto be accommodated had a
strong influenceon the concept selectedfor specimen orientation.A major portionof
turbine airfoilprofilescan be very closelygenerated by familiesof straightline
segments lyingwithinthe bladesurface. Itthereforeappeared reasonableto applythe
plasma spray while scanning along these straightline segments. By sequentially
positioningthe variouslinesegments, or scan lines,in frontof the plasma spray gun so
as to preciselycontrol the spray depositionoverlap between adjacent lines,very
uniform surface coating thicknesscan be produced. Precise control of spray gun
traversespeed providescoating uniformityalong the scan lines. Since the coating
thicknessappliedper scan linetraverseis on the order of 13 to 25 _m (0.5to 1.0mil),
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the totalcoating thicknessisbuiltup of repetitivegun traversesover each scan line.
Minor local surface thicknessvariationson the airfoilsurface can therefore be
minimized by slightlystaggeringthe scan linelocationsbetween repetitivescans so as
to "feather"the depositionprofiles. All the motions required are implemented by
relativelysimple algorythmsin the microprocessorlogiccontroller.
To implement this APS process concept for the feasibility
demonstration,a fiveaxisBHD was designedand fabricated.The fiveaxes of motion
which the BHD can impart to the blade specimen are indicatedin Figure 9. The two
translationalaxes, X and Y, controlblade motion transverseto the locationsof the
plasma spray gun and opticaldetector and blade standoffdistance from the gun or
detectorrespectively.The three rotationalaxes,A, B and C, provide blade rotations
around the X and Y axes and around a longitudinalaxisof the blade,respectively.With
thesefivedegrees of freedom any selectedscan lineon the surfaceof the blade airfoil
may be positionedin a verticalorientationat a selectedstandoffdistancefrom the
spray gun. Only a singledegree of freedom, an up/down scanning motion (ZZ), is
thereforerequiredon the plasma spray gun to spray the selectedscan line. Likewise,
only a singledegree of freedom isrequiredfor the opticaldetector to allow it to be
focused on any selected gage point on the airfoilsurface. This is provided by the
verticaltranslationaxisZ.
The APS system concept illustratedin Figure 9 isthusseen to provide
essentiallytwo six-degree-of-freedomsubsystems with onlyseven axes of motion. The
five BHD axes plus the ZZ axis provide six degrees of freedom for plasma spray
depositionon the specimen. The Z axisplusthe fiveBHD axes providesixdegrees of
freedom for positioningthe opticaldetector probe relativeto the specimen surface
during coating thicknessmetrology. This concept implementation appears to require
the minimum number of control interfacesto provide the required six degrees of
freedom between the bladespecimens and both the spraygun and the opticaldetector.
" In the most basicoperationalmode, the motions requiredof the X, Y, A, B and C axes
are all index motions between coating depositiontraversesof the plasma spray gun.
These index motions positionthe selectedscan lineinfrontof the gun. Coordinatesfor
the scan line are selected from the firmware EPROM by the microprocessor. The
firmware data also establishthe limitsof the gun traverseand the desiredcoating
thicknessto be applied.The gun traversecyclesalongthe ZZ axisare normallythe only
component motion duringthe actualcoatingdeposition.
A photograph showing the BHD implementation for the APS process
feasibilitydemonstration ispresented in Figure 10. The system controller,the CTMD
and SGSF, are alsoshown in thisfigure.The positioningsubassembliesare mounted on a
heavy duty machine base to providethe stiffnessand ruggednessrequiredfor the high
resolutionmeasuring and positioninginvolved.The blade specimen (shown towards the
rightcenter of the assembly)issuspendedupsidedown below the BHD translatingcradle
to minimize dust protectionrequirements during spray application. Actually,little
additionaldust protectionisincorporatedintothe feasibilitydemonstrationmodel. The
leadscrewsand gears are exposed. Covers would,of course,be requiredon a production
model.
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Mechanical Design Concept
The X and Y translationalaxes of the BHD are provided by
preloaded ball-screw/ball-nutsubassemblies. The A and B rotationalaxes are also
drivenby ball-screw/ball-nutsubassembliesdue to incorporationof a uniquedualgimbel
assembly supportingthe blade holdingfixture.The lower gimbel assembly is fixed in
the cradle bottom plate. The upper gimbel assembly istranslatedin a fixedhorizontal
plane relativeto the lower assembly by the two ball-screwassembliesthru a dual slide
assembly. This resultsin the compound angle rotationsrequiredby the A and B axes.
The C axisisa straight180/1 rotationalstepdown through a commercial speed reducer
from the steppingmotor to the blade holdingfixture.
All fiveaxes on the BHD are drivenby digitalsteppingmotors.
The step size resolutionsprovided by the respectivemotors through the leadscrew
and/or gear assembliesare 25.4_m (0.001inch)for the X axis,5.08_m (0.0002inch)for
the Y axis,and 0.175 milliradians(0.01degree) for the three rotationalaxes. These
resolutionsare requiredto provide the desired+38.1 ]am (+1.5mil)coating thickness
toleranceon airfoilsup to 25.4cm (i0 inches)squareassuming a repeatabilityof +i step
for each axis.
Although very small resolutionsare provided on the BHD axes,
absoluteaccuraciesof thismagnitude are not critical.This isdue to the techniqueof
comparing differences in repetitive measurements to measure coating buildup.
Repeatability of the positioningsystems is a criticalfactor in the achievable
measurement accuracy however. This means that allbacklashin the positioningloops
must be minimized. For these reasonsitwas possibeto use rolled,ratherthan ground,
- ball screws on the BHD; but opposing,preloaded, ball nut pairs were utilizedto
minimize backlash. In addition,software compensation for the backlashwas provided
forthe A, B and Y axes where the probabilityof problems was greatest°
ElectricalDesign Concept
To avoid potentialEMI (electromagneticinterference)problems
in the plasma spray facility,no shaftencoders were incorporatedintothe BHD. Only
the relativelyhigh level motor drive electricalsignalsare in close proximity to the
plasma arc. These are heavilyshielded.Solidstateintegratedcircuitcountersfor each
axis are located back in the microprocessorchassis.These counterskeep trackof the
absolutepositionof each axis. Since these counters have no memory when power is
removed from the system, however, it was necessary to equip each axis with a "zero
referencehard stop. After any system power up, each motor isautomaticallydrivento
itszero referencestop and the respectivecounter iscleared.The hard stopisprovided
at one extreme of ballscrew travel for each axis. An auxiliaryball screw with a
translatingstop subassembly was mounted on the rear end of the C-axis motor to
providea zero referencestop for thismotor. This subassembly isvisibleabove the top
of the BHD inFigure 10.
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Blade HoldingFixture
The blade holding fixturefor supporting the specimen being
sprayed mounts on the end of the C-axisshaft. One of the earliermodels of thisfixture
forJT9D firststage turbinebladesisvisiblein Figuresi0 and 11. The specimen isslid
intothe clamp and locked by a singleset screw. A cover drops down over the clamp,
the blade root and the edges of the blade platform. This protects these areas from
depositionof the sprayed coatingwithout the need for masking. The current model of
thisfixtureisa smaller,simplified,cylindricaldesign.
The BHD as shown in Figure 10 was designed for a feasibility
demonstration. At that time itwas planned that itwould be operated fora period of
two months instead of the present fifteen months. Many of the mechanical
subassembliesare therefore a lightduty, instrument quality utilizingcommercially
available off-the-shelfhardwares. Also, items such as dust covers were not
incorporatedintothe design. Although many maintenance-type problems are arising
due to thisextended operationalservice,the subassemblyhas held up surprisinglywell.
Gun Positioner
The gun positioneror spray gun scanning fixture(SGSF) isvisibleon
Figurei0 and ingreaterdetailon Figure ii. As discussedinthe previoussection,only
a singledegree of freedom isrequiredforthissubassembly,the ZZ-axis(Figure9).
The spray gun motion isguided by two parallelverticalballrod/ball
bushingsubassemblies.Itisdrivenby a ballscrew. The drivemotor, unlikethose on
" the BHD axes, isnot a typicaldigitalsteppingmotor. A steppingmotor could not be
found with a high enough torque/speedcharacteristicto handle the requirementsof this
axis.Instead,the SGSF motor isa dc servomotor/resolversubassembly with a digital
interfacedriver. To the controlmicroprocessoritappears almost identicalto a digital
steppingmotor. In operation,the SGSF providesa cyclicup/down scanning motion to
the plasma spray gun. To achieve uniform coating depositionalong a scan line the
motor speed is digitallycontrolledby a remote clock pulse generator in the process
controlconsole. For the 40°6 cm/s (16 in/s)traversespeed specifiedby the initial
depositionprocessstudy (TablesIand II),the clockrateis2667 Hz.
The motor used on the SGSF isconsiderablyheavierduty than would
normally be required for the specifiedspeed and torque load. The reason is the
extremely short stroke length utilizedfor small specimens such as the JT9D turbine
blade. For thisspecimen the SGSF providesbetween 3 and 4 scan linetraversesper
second while depositingthe coating. A major portionof the motor duty cycle consists
of decelerating,reversingand acceleratingthe spray gun assembly at each end of the
gun traverse. This must be done very rapidlyto provide uniform speed and hence
coating depositionon the specimen. The limitingcharacteristicof the motor is
therefore the thermal duty cycle ratingrather than the torque/speedcharacteristic.
While the duty cycle requirement could be lessenedby employing fewer part traverses
per second, this would resultin considerablylower powder utilizationefficiency.It
would also create thermal problems in the blade clamping fixturesubassembly by
increasingplasma beam dwellon thissubassemblyduringgun reversal.
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Because of the high speed scanningrequirement for the SGSF and the
lessenedrequirement for precisestationarypositioning,the stepsizeresolutionfor the
ZZ axisisonly0.15 mm (6 mils).This isconsiderablycoarserthan allthe otheraxes.
OpticalDetector Positioner
The opticaldetectorpositionerfor the coatingthicknessmeasurement
device (CTMD) isvery similarto that for the spraygun. Itisalsovisiblein Figuresi0
and 11. Again the motion is guided by two parallelverticalball rod/ballbushing
subassembliesand driven by a ballscrew. A conventionalstepping motor is used to
drive the ballscrew however. A finerballscrew subassembly isalsoemployed, since
precisepositioningisrequiredinsteadof highspeed scanning.Step sizeresolutionalong
the Z axisis25.4 IJm(0.001inch).
During gaging operation,the selected gage point on the specimen
surface ispositionedin frontof the opticaldetectorprobe by simultaneouslyindexing
the Z axis and the five BHD axes to the gage point coordinatesselected from the
EPROM firmware lookup tableby the microprocessor. The Y-axis on the BHD then
initiatesa sequentialstepping,or scanning,motion untilthe "valleypoint"in the optical
detectorresponsecurve islocated. The Y-axis coordinatepositionat which thisvalley
point isdetected isthen storedin RAM (random access memory) by the microprocessor
for use in coating thicknessdetermination. (A detaileddescriptionof the metrology
subsystem operationis discussesin the next section.)This procedure is repeated at
each gage pointspecifiedfor the particularspecimen being coated.
The fiberopticprobe utilizedwith the opticaldetectorfitsinwith the
general APS hardware design philosophy. It exposes no low signallevel electronic
circuitryto the high EMI ambient inthe near vicinityof the plasma arc. Again the only
electricalsignalsto the opticaldetectorpositioningsubassembly are the relativelyhigh
leveldrivecurrentsto the steppingmotor.
MetrologySubsystem
The metrology subsystem consistsof the opticalprobe, the Y-axis of the
BHD in the mechanical subsystem and selectedportionsof the microprocessor.
The optical probe is a commercially available instrument,the KD-100
FotonicSensor,manufactured by MTI Instruments,Latham, N.Y. Itoperateson a well-
known principleillustratedin Figure 12. At one end a lightsourceisused to illuminate
half of the elements in a bundle of opticalfibers,while a photo detector interrogates
the other halfof the fibersforreturninglight.At the otherend of the fibersare mixed
togetherto form the measurement probe. The relativeamount of lightreceivedat the
detector as a functionof distanceof the probe from a reflectingsurface isshown in
Figure 13. The received intensity,which is zero at contact,increaseslinearlywith
separationas more and more of the cone of lightfrom each transmittingfiber is
reflectedonto a receivingfiber.When the receivingfibersare completely illuminated
the intensityreaches a peak and then fallsoff as the square of the distance.This type
of probe providestwo regionsof measurement. The risingsideof the curve providesa
region of high sensitivitybut shortrange,while the followingsideof the curve provides
considerablyreduced sensitivity,but isfairlylinearover a much wider range. Ineither
case the probe must be inrelativelycloseproximityto the target.
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Figure 12. Concept Diagram of Non-coherent Optical Probe.
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Figure 13. Typical Optical Detector Response %4ithBare Fiber Optic Probe.
A modificationto thisbasicdesignisto add a lenssystem to the end of the
probe to focusthe end of the probe on the target. Thisallowsa standoffdistancewhich
isa functionof the opticsand also allowsthe lightspot to be made largeror smaller
than the probe at the focalpointof the opticalextender. Figure 14 shows the intensity
versus distancefrom the end of the lens system to the target.The portionof the curve
from the focalpoint to the rightisnearly the same as for the probe alone. A mirror
image of thiscurve extends from the focalpointin toward the target.Therefore there
are two high sensitivityregions and two lower sensitivityregions. This makes it
possibleto make measurements with a significantstandoffdistancebetween the target
and theprobe.
Using the intensityversus displacement curve for measurement has a
number of limitations,eitherwith or without the opticalextender. First,the intensity
isa functionof a number of factorsother than the distancefrom the target. Among
these factorsare surfaceemissivity,color,texture and curvature. This means that
accurate measurements can only be made on a uniform surface. Second, the
measurements are affectedby the longterm driftof the electronicreadout. Third,the
range over which measurements can be made isstillimitedby the probe design.
These shortcomings can be overcome, however, by takingadvantage of the
characteristicurve created by the opticalextender. At the focalpoint of the lens
system, the intensitycurve shows a sharplocalminimum. The locationof thisminimum
isindependentof factorssuch as the color,textureand curvatureof the target. Itisa
functiononly of the opticalextender and the locationof the probe with respectto the
lenssystem. Using these principlesthe opticalprobe and extender are mounted on a
precisionaxisof movement with positionindicationand the probe ismoved with respect
to the target until the localminimum, or valley,isdetected. This technique is not
affected by the target characteristics;its range depends only on the mechanical
positioningdevice,and itsaccuracy depends on the precisionof the positioningaxisand
the accuracy with which the valleycan be located.
For the APS processthismeasurement scheme has been implemented forthe
particularcase of a random bundleof 76 _m (0.003inch)diameter opticalfiberswith an
opticalextender providinga 1 cm (0.4inch)standoffdistance.Thisprobe,which has an
active diameter of 0°22 cm (0.086inch),has a sensitivityof 0.2 _m/mV (7.8 _in/mV)
over a range of about 76 _m (0.003inches)on the risingcurve and a sensitivityof
0.6 _m/mV (23.2_in/mV) over a range of about 0.18 cm (0.070inches)on the falling
curve. The noiselevelat a responsefrequency of 30 kHz isabout +35 mV which limits
the high speed measurement accuracy° However, with appropriate-filteringthe noise
can be reduced tolessthan + imV.
The output of thisprobe with the opticalextender isshown inFigure15 over
a limitedrange near the valley. The locationof the valleyisat i.i0 cm (0.433inch)
distance between the target and the end of the opticalextender. With a maximum
output of 9V the output at the valleyis0.5Vo The width of the valleyover which the
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voltagechange islessthan lmV isabout 10 _m (0.0004inches).The targetinthiscase
was a bright,flat,but fairlyrough ZrO 2 plasma sprayed surface. For changes in the
brightness,curvatureor surfacetextureof the target,the differencebetween the peak
and valleyvoltageswillincreaseor decreasehavinga smalleffecton the accuracy with
which the valleycan be detected,but thelocationof the valleydoes not change.
For the purpose of making measurements, the end of the fiberopticbundle
and opticalextender are mounted on the Z-axis,which positionsthe probe vertically
along the lengthof the airfoil.The Z axisand the A, B, C, and X-axes of the BHD are
used to positionthe gage pointto be measured in frontof the probe with the surface
normal to the probe. The Y-axis isthen used to change the probe to airfoildistancein
5.0 _m (0.0002inch)increments. The filteredanalogvoltageoutput from the probe is
fed into an analog-to-digital(A/D) converter which can be sampled by the
microprocessor(_P)controlsystem. The _P alsocontrolsthe Y-axis steppingmotor to
change probe-to-targetdistance,and determines where the valley is. For safety
purposes the target is brought in close to the probe and then valley detection is
accomplished while backing away from the probe. The valleydetectionprogram isset
up so that if the valleyis not detected on the firstpass,one or more parameters is
incremented and another attempt is made. This allows measurements to be made at
maximum sensitivityon targetswhich vary considerablyinreflectivity.
The procedure by which the valleyisdetected by the liP isillustratedin
Figure 16. A set of eleven memory locations,number 0 to 10, isset up to constitutea
first-in-first-out(FIFO) memory. On the firststep the voltageisread and enteredinto
the firstFIFO location.On each successivestep of the motor a new voltagereadingis
entered intothe firstFIFO locationand allpreviousmeasurements are moved back one
locationin memory. A readingwhich has reached the lastmemory locationisloston
the next step. The FIFO, therefore,always containsthe lasteleven voltagereadings
and theircorrespondingprobe coordinatesinsteps. When the firstreadingexceeds the
lastby a specifiedvoltage,the valleyisassumed to be detected and the coordinatesof
the sixthmemory locationistaken as the valleyposition.The program isalsoset up to
detect the negative slope preceding the valleyand the positiveslope followingthe
valleyby lookingfor appropriatedifferencesbetween the firstand lastFIFO readings.
Parameters that can be variedautomaticallyifsearchingfor the valleyare the voltage
differencesthat define the slopesand the valley,and the positionat which the valley
detect routine starts. Another feature of the program is that the number of
measurements taken at each step can be any multipleof 2 from 1 to 128. The value
entered intothe FIFO isthen the average of the readings.This featurecan be used to
minimize the effect of noise spikes. In the finalsystem software configuration,the
FIFO length can also be variedup to 32 memory locationsto furtherminimize noise
sensitivity.
For measurement of coating thickness,the Y-coordinate at the valleyfor
each measurement pointon the bare blade ismeasured againand the new Y-coordinates
are stored in a second memory locationdesignatedTable Io The coatingthicknessof
hexadecimal steps of the Y-axis isdetermined by subtractingthe valuesinTable 0 from
the correspondingvalues in Table 1. The _P convertsthisdata intodecimal valuesin
mils and outputsiton the printeras a listof measurement point numbers and coating
thicknesses.
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Figure 16. Example of FIFO Valley Detect Concept.
ControlSubsystem
The APS system controlleris the subsystem that ties all the other
subsystems together into one integrated system. Since the control subsystem is
microprocessor-based,its development includedboth hardware and software efforts.
These effortsare summarized inthe followingsections.
General Discussion
The general configurationof the APS process control subsystem is
shown in the simplifiedblock diagram in Figure17. The subsystem isconfiguredaround
the bus concept; i.e.,allsystem components interfaceinto the microprocessorbus or
motherboard. Each appears to the microprocessoras one or more memory address
locations.Using standard memory addressingcommands, the microprocessormay thus
have two-way communication with any system device just as it would read from or
write intomemory.
Using the bus concept the system is readilyexpandable. The only
limitationon the number of system devices is the maximum number of addressable
memory locations-- 64k. Thus, it was easy half way through system development, to
add a digitalprinterto furnishhard copy inspectionreadouts of the actual coating
thicknessesdepositedon each specimen. It isalsopossibleto plug a remote terminal
intothe bus duringsystem checkout or modificationto exercisekeyboard controlof any
system device or the entiresystem. Ina productionmodel itwould be a straightforward
taskto interfaceadditionalplasma spray consoleparameters intothe bus. Some of the
spray parameters manually preset on the current APS process implementation could
thusbe automaticallypresetor adjustedby the microprocessoras desired.
The devices interfacedinto the microprocessor bus in the present
feasibilitymodel of the APS process controllerare indicatedin Figure 17. These
includemicroprocessormemory forprogram controlsoftware,firmware and scratchpad.
Control interfacesfor seven motor-driven axes on the BHD, the CTMD and the SGSF
are provided. A signalconditioninginterfacefabricatedaround an A/D converter
allowsthe microprocessorto read the output of the opticaldetectoron command. Five
triac output interfacesallow the microprocessorto exercisecontrolover the plasma
spray consoleas previouslydescribedin Section4.1. Finally,the microprocessorfront
panel also interfacesintothe bus. Thispanel containsa number of controlpushbuttons,
a switch registerand severalLED (lightemitting diode)statusand data displays.The
digitalprintercouldalsobe grouped as one of the displayoutputs,though itisphysically
locatedon a separatepanel.
Utilizationof the printer could conceivably eliminate an entire
operation in the production process. It can provide a record of the actual applied
coating thicknessesas a byproduct of the depositioncontrol process. This would
eliminatethe need for a subsequentgaging inspectionstation.Each of theseinterfaces
isdescribedin more detailinthe followingsectionon hardware development.
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Hardware Development
A more detailedfunctionalblock diagram of the APS system controller
isshown inFigure 18. This figuresummarizes the hardware configurationof the various
interfaces.
A Motorola M6800 microprocessor is the heart of the APS system
controller.At the time TRW was designingpc (printedcircuit)boards to utilizethis
chip,a set of populatedboards became available.The MMO2 CPU (centralprocessor
unit)board was subsequentlyselected for use on this project. Auxiliarypc boards
provide for up to 16k of EPROM and 8k of dynamic RAM. The M6800 bus actually
consistsof three buses,a 16-bitaddress bus, an 8-bit bidirectionaldata bus and a
control bus. These buses and a number of additionalpower supply,supervisorycontrol
and clock lines are all contained on a large pc motherboard located in the
microprocessor chassis. The CPU board, the memory boards and allsystem device
interfaceboardsplug intothismotherboard.
Each device interfacecontainsa PIA (peripheralinterfaceadaptor)
chip to providebus interface.Insteadof the normal M6820 chip,an Intel8255 PIA chip
was used in the APS. This chip providesfour extra I/0ports(24 insteadof 20) which
greatlysimplified esignof the motor interfaces.
Figure 18 indicatesthe functionalblock diagram of a typicalstepping
motor interface.The motor clock/driverboard isa commercial board obtained from
the steppingmotor vendor. Itcontainsadjustableclock pulse generatorsfor high and
low motor speeds,pulserate ramping to accelerateand deceleratethe motor without
pole slippage,motor driver circuitsand TTL (transistor-transistorl gic)compatible
remote controlinputs.The interfaceboard alsocontainsa 16-bitintegratedcircuitaxis
positioncounter which countsthe drivepulsesfed to the motor to recordinstantaneous
motor position°The counter counts up for motor stepsaway from the zero reference
stop and down for motor steps toward the stop. During system startupinitialization,
the counter isclearedwhen the motor isdrivenagainstthe referencestop. The counter
output isfed to the PIA to allow itto be read by the microprocessor.Itisalsofed to
one inputof a 16-bitdigitalcomparator. The other inputof the digitalcomparator isa
referencepositionregisterinthe PIA.
In operationthe microprocessorcan set any desiredpositionreference
in the motor PIA register.The comparator indicatesto the axiscontrollogiccircuits
the motor directionrequiredto move to the designatedreferenceposition.Itwillmove
in that directionupon receipt of a "motor enable" signalfrom the microprocessor.
When the motor reaches the designatedposition,indicatedby equalityof the two digital
inputsto the comparator, the comparator willsignalthe controllogiccircuitsto cease
motor motion. It willalso flag the microprocessorthat the motor has reached the
commanded position.The digitalcomparator isof unique design,in that itsuppliesan
"almost equal"output to the controllogicas wellas an "equal"output. Thisallowsthe
logic to drive the motor at high speed untilalmost at the designatedtargetposition,
then ramp down to a lower approach speed so as to stop without overshoot or pole
slippage when comparator inputs equality is reached. During system startup
initialization,the controllogiccircuitsdrive the motor in the negativedirectioninto
the zero referencestopto permit countersynchronization.
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The combination of hardware and softwarelogicutilizedto controlthe
axis drivemotors combines some of the good featuresof each mode of control. The
hardware logiccircuitscan be "tuned" to individuallyoptimize the high and low speed
performance of each axiswithout unnecessarilyovercomplicatingthe software. The
microprocessor can thus operate in a supervisoryhandshake mode by designatinga
target to each motor and then proceeding to other tasks until flagged by the axis
hardware that the targetshave been reached. Thus, all motors may simultaneously
proceed at theirindividualoptimum speeds. Not only does thisprovide better CPU
utilization,but it allows the system to proceed at optimum speed regardlessof
specimen sizeor geometry. The same system software can thus be utilizedwith very
different specimen geometries by providing firmware lookup tables of target
coordinatesunique to each specimen. The system will automatically proceed at
maximum speed ineach case withoutsoftware modification.
The six interfacesfor the stepping motor axes are identical.The
seventh motor axis,forthe SGSF servomotor,isvery similar.The motor driverforthis
axisdoes not containan internalclock pulsegeneratorso an externalclock circuitwas
fabricated.Also,only a standarddigitalcomparator isrequiredforthisaxis. It isnot
necessary to switch over to a lower speed clock upon approachingthe targetwith the
servomotor. The internalcontrolloops within the motor translatoraccomplish the
motor ramp to zero speed, without overshoot,automatically. Two motor interface
circuitswere fabricatedon each interfaceboard for insertionintothe microprocessor
motherboard. A totalof 3-1/2boards was thereforerequiredto accommodate the seven
motor interfaces.The motor driverboards are mounted directlyon the motor power
supplies,eliminatingthe need for separatecard racks forthesecircuits.
The interfacefor the opticalsensorcontainsa 12-bitA/D converterin
additionto the PIA chip. The microprocessorcan signalthe A/D converterto initiatea
sample of the detector output by sending a "startconversion"pulse. The conversion
takes approximately 25 microseconds, after which the interface signals the
microprocessor that the digitizeddata is ready to read. The rapid conversiontime
allowsthe microprocessorto take multiplesamples of the detector output after each
step of the Y-axis motor during gaging operations to average out the possible
detrimentaleffectsof noisespikes,interference,etc. The lastdigitizedata output is
also displayedon a front panel LED registerfor use in system checkout. Itwas also
necessary to provide high frequency ripplefilteringon the analog input to the A/D
converter to utilizethe full2.44 millivolt/bitsensitivityof the A/D converter. The
opticaldetector interfacecircuitsalsooccupy one half of an interfaceboard in the
microprocessor chassis. These circuitsare located on the same board as the SGSF
servomotor interfacelogiccircuits.
The interfacecircuitsfor the digitalprinterand the plasma spray
console also share a common interfaceboard. The interface for the printer is
essentiallyjustthe 8255 PIA chipand associatedaddressselectlogic.The interfacefor
the plasma spray console consistsof bistablelatches with associatedaddress select
logic. The latches are set by the microprocessor to actuate the respectivespray
consolefunctions.Heavy duty solid-stateac switches(TRIAC's),locatedat the bottom
of the APS control console,are actuated by the interfacelatches through optical
decouplers. The TRIAC's, in turn,actuate the remote interfacerelaysin the plasma
spray console. LED statuslightsare mounted on the rear insideof the APS control
consoleto monitor the statusof the controloutputsignalsto the plasma sprayconsole.
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The finalinterfaceboard handles the various microprocessor front
panel controlsand displays. This board contains three 8255 PIA chips,associated
addressselectlogic,bistablelatchesand lamp drivers.The frontpanel displaysconsist
of two LED statusregisters,one 8-bitand one 16-bit,which may be utilizedto display
contents of memory locationsand registerssuch as the contents of the position
counters. Status lightsare also located in the front panel pushbuttons. A four
hexadecimal digitthumbwheel switch registermay be used to manually insertdata to
selectedregisters.These displays,the register,and most of the pushbuttonsare strictly
for use in system evaluationand/or setup when a remote terminal isnot available.
These pushbuttons may alsobe utilizedto manually index the variousaxis motors to
designatedcoordinates,but the remote alphanumeric terminalismuch more convenient
for thisuse. The only frontpanel controlsnormally used are the "Run" pushbuttonand
occasionallythe microprocessor"Reset"pushbutton. The microprocessorfrontpanel is
visibleinFigure i0.
Considerableattentionwas given to designingthe hardware to provide
insensitivityto the high EMI environment within the plasma spray facility. As
mentioned previously,this was one of the major reasons for utilizingthe remote
positioncountersinsteadof axisencoders. Allcablingoutsidethe APS controlconsole
was shielded.The outputsto the plasma spray consolewere alsoopticallydecoupled to
minimize EMI conducted back intothe APS controlconsole. These precautionspaid off
when the system was ultimatelyinstalledinthe facility.
Manual controlsfor the seven axisdrive motors are alsoprovidedon
the front of the APS controlconsole. (See Figure i0.) These controlsbypass the
microprocessorand interfacedirectlyintothe motor drivers.With these controlseach
motor may be jogged (single-stepped)or run at high or low speed in eitherdirection.
The high and low speed adjustmentsare alsolocated on thispanel. These controlsare
often used in system setup and/ormaintenance.
More detailedinformationon the designand fabricationof the various
controlhardware circuitscan be found in the schematic diagrams appended to this
report.
Software Development
Development of the APS process software was in modular subroutine
packages. These subroutinesare linked together and/or called by the executive
software program as requiredto formulate the system softwareprogram. This approach
provides maximum flexibilityfor system update, modificationand/or debug. It also
subdividesthe software development effortinto more easilydefined,easilyhandled
subtasks. In all,there are wellover 200 software subroutineswhich are utilizedin the
currentversionof the APS processsoftware.
General ExecutiveProgram Descriptions
Figure 19 isa simplifiedflow chart of the APS processsoftware
executive program. This flow chart definesthe procedureswhich the APS process will
followin the automatic mode of operationto spray bond and barriercoatingsseparately
or insequence.
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Depression of the reset pushbutton or powerup willcause the
microprocessor to initiatethe "startup" routine. This routine initializesthe
microprocessorstack pointer,initializesthe modes of allthe PIA interfaceregisters,
and performs a number of general housekeeping chores to ready the microprocessor
subassembly for operation. It also drives all seven axis motors against the zero
reference stops and clearsthe respectivepositioncounters to synchronizethem with
the motors. At the conclusionof the startuproutineallsystem axes are automatically
indexed to the "load"position.At thispointthe system willstopuntildirectedby the
operator to proceed. Severaloptionsare availableto the operator at thispoint. He
may utilizeany of the frontpanel functionpushbuttonsto evaluatesystem status,or
transfer system control to a remote video terminal for further evaluation. For
continuationof automatic operation,he would load a specimen to be coated by the
plasma spray subsystem and depress the "run" pushbutton. Depression of the "run"
pushbutton causes the system to resume automatic operation.System operationisthen
controlledby the "run APS" routinein software. This routineisfunctionallydescribed
by the remainder of the flow chartinFigure 19.
The "gage part" subroutineis the firstone to be exercisedto
gage the bare specimen. The BHD and CTMD motors are allsequentiallyindexedto the
gage pointcoordinatesas definedin an EPROM firmware lookup table. At each point
the valleypointcoordinateisdetermined and storedin a RAM scratchpad table(Table
_)using the procedure describedearlier.At the conclusionof thissubroutine,Table fl
containsthe bare bladecoordinatesat allthe specifiedgage points.
The "initialspray" subroutineappliesthe bond coat constituent
to the specimen. The thicknessapplied,specifiedby EPROM firmware, is typically
slightlylessthan the finalthicknessdesiredto assure that no pointsare coated too
heavy. Depositionisaccomplished by sequentiallyindexingthe BHD axes to the scan
linecoordinatesspecifiedfor the specimen in an EPROM firmware lookup table.After
each scan line is positionedverticallybefore the plasma spray gun at the required
standoff distance,the gun is cycled up and down the requirednumber of passes to
deposit the nominal coating thicknessspecified. The microprocessor automatically
signalsthe plasma spray console to initiateand terminate the gun power and powder
flow at the proper instants.
The "gage part" subroutineisused to gage the thicknessof the
coatingactuallyappliedat each gage point. Thisisaccomplished inthe same manner as
the initialbare specimen measurements were taken. In thiscase,however, the gage
pointvalleylocationcoordinatesare storedina differentRAM table(Tablei).
In the thicknessevaluationsubroutine,the software directsthe
microprocessorto make a decisionwhich way to proceed. By taking the difference
between the respectivecoordinatevaluesstored in Tables 1 and _,the microprocessor
determines the actual coating thicknessappliedon each scan lineduring the initial
spray applicationof the bond coat constituent.Comparing these valuesto the desired
thickness specifiedin EPROM, the microprocessor determines which lines,if any,
requireadditionalcoatingpasses to bringthe thicknessup to the minimum acceptable
value. The number of passesrequiredon each lineto achieve thisminimum acceptable
value isalsocalculated.
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If all linesare not coated with at leastthe minimum required
coating thickness,the respraysubroutinefor the bond coat constituentisutilized.This
subroutineisactuallythesame subroutineused for initialspray application,except only
the coordinates of the selected scan lines and the respective numbers of spray
applicationpassescalculatedper lineare utilized.At the conclusionof thissubroutine
the microprocessor loops back to the "gage part" subroutine for the bond coat
constituent. This subroutine is executed the same as previously,updating the
coordinatevaluesstoredin Table 1 where additionalcoatingwas deposited. This loop,
alternatelysprayingand gaging the bond constituent,willbe traversedas many times as
necessary to bring allgage points upto the minimum acceptable coating thickness.
Typically,however, no more than one resprayshouldbe required. One exceptionto this
is in areas of extremely high curvature such as the leadingedge of a JT9D firststage
turbineblade. This willbe discussedfurtherinsection5.
After determiningthatallgage pointshave at leastthe minimum
acceptablethicknessof the bond coat constituent,the microprocessorwillinitiatethe
subroutineto deposit the initialapplicationof the barriercoat constitutent. This
subroutine is actually the same subroutine used for applicationof the bond coat
constituent,except a differentdesired coating thickness is specifiedby EPROM
firmware. A differentgun power level and the second powder hopper are also
designatedby the microprocessor. Again, as for the barrierconstituent,the software
willdirectthe microprocessorto depositslightlylessthan the desiredcoatingthickness
on each lineto assurethatno linesare coated too heavy.
The softwareloop formed by the next threesubroutinesshoWn on
Figure 19 for the barriercoat constituentisidenticalto the loopjustdiscussedfor the
bond coat constituent.The coated part isgaged, the calculatedcoating thicknessis
compared to the desiredthickness,and the resprayor finishpass subroutineisutilized
as required. When all gage points are determined to have at least the minimum
acceptabletotalcoatingthickness,the microprocessorwillemerge from the loop.
The finalsubroutineindicatedon Figure 19 isthe "printcoating
thickness"subroutinefor the actualdepositedcoatingthicknessesat each gage pointas
determined by the opticaldetector.These are tabulatedto tenthsof a mil (I mil = 25.4
pm) by gage point number on the digitalprinter. The thicknessesof the bond
constituentcoatingmay be tabulatedas wellas the totalappliedcoatingdeposition.
While the printoutisbeing generated,the specimen isindexed
back to the load position. It may then be removed and replaced by a new bare
specimen. The entireprocess may then be automaticallyrepeated by again depressing
the "run"pushbutton.
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As discussedabove, spraying on each scan line is terminated
when a "minimum acceptablecoatingthickness"ismeasured. To achievea statistically
acceptable confidence level that the actual applied coating thickness exceeds the
minimum tolerancelevel,the "minimum acceptablethickness"has generallybeen taken
as the minimum tolerancelevelplus12.7_ m (0.5mil). The remainder of the tolerance
band (e.g.,63.5 _m (2.5mils)fora +38.1 _m (+1.5mils)toleranceband) isthe resultant
process high-sidetolerancebefore t-hedepositedcoatingistoo thick. Itisdesirableto
keep thisprocesshigh-sidetoleranceas largeas practical.
Allsystem software and firmware isstoredin the type 2708 (lk x
8 bits)EPROM's. At thistime, approximately 8k of EPROM isbeing used. There is
room for 16k on the memory board currently being used in the APS process
microprocessor. The informationstored on EPROM may be categorized into three
types. Four of the eightdevices are used to store the software subroutines. These
includeallthe program instructionstatements. One device storesthe controlfirmware.
This includesallthe system constants,time delays,etc.,utilizedby the software with
the exception of those unique to the type of specimen being sprayed. The remaining
three devices contain the specimen firmware: one, the spray scan line coordinate
lookup tablefor the base coat constituent;the second,the spray scan linecoordinate
lookup tablefor the barriercoat constituent;and the third,the gage pointlookup table.
Separatingthe software and firmware data in thismanner greatly eases the task of
updating and/or modifying the processparameters. This alsoallowsthe software to be
"universal."The parameters which are unique to the specimen type and geometry are
alllocatedinthe firmware forthatspecimen.
Software Program Options
The previous section described the general executive program
flow chart for the APS process software. There are, however, a number of options
provided in the software. The optionsselectedare normally specifiedin the process
firmware or the specimen firmware. The firmware specification,however, may be
overridden from eithera remote terminal or from the microprocessor front panel
controls. Unless overridden,however, the firmware specificationwillprevailas the
defaultoption.
In the flow chart of Figure 19, four differentspray subroutines
are indicated-- an initialand a finishspray for both the base coat constituentand the
barrier coat constituent. As was mentioned in the discussion,however, the same
software subroutineis actuallyused in all instances. The subroutineis configured
differentfor the four cases by parameters specifiedin the control firmware. The
configurationparameters specifyfourfactorsfor the spraysubroutine:
1. The powder hopper (orhoppers)to be actuated,
2. The sprayscan linecoordinatetableto be used,
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3. The calculationformula to be used in determiningthe number of
depositionpassesto be made by the spray gun on each scan line,
and
4. A maximum repetitionlimit number which would limit the
number of times a particularspray sequence configurationcould
be accessedinthe absence of any otherlimitingcontrollogic.
A spray pointer is utilizedin the software to indicatethe current configuration
parameters tobe used forthe spraysubroutine.
The firmware presentlyprovidesforspecificationof up to seven
sets of spray subroutineconfigurationparameters for use in one automatic sequence.
Thus there isprovisionto use differentcalculationformulae on differentareas of the
specimen shouldthisbe desirable.Another example would be depositionof a graded
layer,or mixture of the two constituentpowders, as a transitionlayerbetween the bond
and barriercoats. Itisalsopossiblefor the firmware to specifylessthan four spray
sequences duringautomatic operation. In particular,eitherone or both of the finish
spray loopson Figure 19 may be deleted. This would be practical,for example, ifthe
toleranceson thicknessuniformityof the bond coat layerwere not extremely tight,or
ifthislayer were thinenough that there would likelynot be a need for finishpasses.
The desired coating thicknessesfor the bond coat layer and for the totalcoating
depositionare specificationparameters to be stored in firmware. The fractionof the
totaldesiredcoatingthicknessto be appliedduringthe initialspraysubroutineisalsoa
firmware specificationparameter. This may be specifiedas any number of eighthsof
the total desired thickness. As discussedpreviously,the initialspray thicknessis
- usuallylessthan the desiredvalue to assure that no linesare coated too heavy due to
unanticipatedprocessvariations.
The current firmware provides for specificationof up to 128
scan linesor 128 gage pointsineach coordinatetable. Any number of thesegage points
may be locatedon the same scan line. In the case of multiplegage pointson the same
scan line,the software willselectthe pointwith the minimum depositionthicknessfor
use in calculatingthe number of finishpasses requiredin the finishspray subroutine.
The software also calculatesthe high, the low and the average coating thickness
depositedon the blade foreach layeralongwith the correspondinglocationsfor the high
and low spots. Although always available,thisdata isnot used unlessspecificallycalled
for. Itcould,for example, be utilizedin a calculationformula for definingparameters
in a finishspraysubroutine.
The firmware may modify the number of coating thickness
printoutsgeneratedon the digitalprinter.Thus printoutsmay be generated only for the
totalappliedcoatingthickness,for each of the coatingconsituentlayers,or aftereach
spray sequence includingeach finishspray sequence. This latteroptionisusefulduring
initialsetup fora specimen to monitor processstep-by-step erformance.
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Up to eightbreakpointsmay alsobe specifiedin the automatic
sequence. This allows the automatic sequence to be interruptedat any place for
intermediateevaluations.This isalsoprimarilya diagnostictool.
Two other options were previouslydiscussedin the metrology
subsystem section.These are the abilityto specifythe FIFO lengthand the number of
optical detector readings averaged after each motor step in the opticaldetector
measurement subroutines. These specificationsallow the system sensitivityto
electricalnoise or fixturevibrationto be minimized. There is,however, a tradeoffto
be considered with system response time. The gaging subroutinecan be slowed
unnecessarilyiftheseparameters are specifiedtoo large.
OptionsUsed forJT9D Coating
In the feasibilitydemonstration efforts,coating deposition
specimens have allbeen JT9D firststage turbineblades. Thisspecimen was selectedas
representativeof the most difficultspecimens which would be encountered due to its
small size and small radiiof curvature. Only three configurationsof the spray
subroutineare currentlybeing used on the JT9D specimens. The finishsprayloop isnot
being used forthe NiCrAIY bond coat. This coat isthinenough,127 _m (4.6mils)that
it is applied in two passes of the spray gun. The +38 _m (+1.5 mil) tolerancethus
representsa relativelyloosepercentage tolerance,even without finishpasses. It was
feltthatproper specificationof the scan linecoordinatescould achievethispercentage
tolerance without the additionalfinishspray loop. Recently considerationhas been
directedtoward the possibilityof changing the NiCrAIY spray parameters to deposita
thinner coating layer per pass. If this is done, it may then prove desirableto
incorporatethe finishsprayloop on the bond coat as itisforthe barriercoat.
For the feasibilitydemonstration,the selectionof the desired
coatingthicknesseswas relativelyarbitrary.The valueswhich have been used for most
recent specimens are 117 _m (4.6mils)for the NiCrAIY bond coat and 290 _m (11.4
mils for the yttria-stabilizedzirconiabarriercoat for a totalcoating thicknessof
406 _m (16 mils). This appeared to be a reasonablethicknesswithout usingexcessive
amounts of powders for the feasibilityinvestigations.It may prove desirableto use
somewhat thinner coatings for aircraftjet engine and thicker coatingsfor electric
utilityengineapplications.
Since no finishspray subroutinewas utilizedon the bond coat,
the initialspray subroutinewas configuredto depositthe nominal 117 _m (4.6mils).
The calculationformula inthe firmware thereforeisonly:
T B - 3 4.6- 3
No. of Passes= 1 + - 1 + - 2 (1)1.6 1.6
where T B isthe desired thickness of the bond coat in mils.
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For the zirconia barrier coat the firmware for the JT9D
specimens designatesdepositionof three-fourthsof the desiredbarriercoat thickness
on the initialspraysubroutine.The calculationformula forthissubroutinethereforeis:
No. of Passes= (Tc-I-T Bx0.75) =(16-i-4"6) x0"75_i0 (2)
0.8 0.8
where T isthe desiredtotalcoatingthicknessinmils. For the finishspray subroutine
the calcuClationformula used foreach lineis:
No. of Passes (Tc-I-TA) 15-T A= - (3)
0.8 0.8
where T J isthe actualtotalcoatingthicknessin milspreviouslydepositedon thatline
as determined by the mlcroprocessorduringthe last"gage part"subroutine.
In the variouscalculationsused above, the calculationformula
and the variousspecimen constantsare taken from the firmware by the microprocessor.
The nominal coating depositionsper pass (i.e.,3 mils and 1.6 mils for the firstand
subsequentNiCrAIY passes,respectively,and 0.8 mils per zirconiapass)are constants
in the controlfirmware. These values were determined in the latestspray deposition
profilestudy. (See section5.)
Many alternate possibilitiescould be considered for the
calculationformulae. One interestingpossibilitywould be for the microprocessor to
compute the actualaverage depositionthicknessper pass on previousscans on each line
instead of using nominal values from the deposition profile study. This could
conceivablyreduce the processtime requiredfor the finishspray subroutine,but needs
careful study to determine the probabilityof overspraying some lines if process
variationsoccur. The presentapproach,while sometimes requiringmultiplefinishpass
cycleson areas such as the bladeleadingedge,minimizes the danger of overspraying.
A totalof 24 scan linesare presentlybeing used on the JT9D
specimens. This isbased on resultsof the depositionstudy summarized in section5.
This number could probably be reduced somewhat, particularlyfor the NiCrAIY.
Recent specimens have utilizedonly one gage pointon each scan linefor a totalof 24
points. All thickness evaluationsmade to date have revealed littleproblem with
thicknessuniformityalong a scan line.There isno problem adding additionalpointson
each lineshouldthe need be determined. The penaltypaidfor more pointsisextratime
spent ineach "gage part"subroutineindexingto the additionalmeasurement locations.
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The FIFO length presentlybeing used on the JT9D specimens is
the full32 memory locations. This provides maximum immunity to noise spikes
prematurely indicatinga "valleydetect" during the gaging subroutines. The process
couldbe speeded up somewhat by reducingthe FIFO length. Only one opticaldetector
"read" is currently being made after each Y-axis motor step during the gaging
subroutine.Eight "reads"per step were used on many of the earlierspecimens. There
has not been any noticeableincreasein noiseor gagingrepeatabilityproblems sincethe
change. Thiswould indicatethat the noiselevelsare not at a seriouslyhigh levelinthe
presentAPS processfacility.
One software optionnot previouslymentioned isalsobeing
used on the present APS process configuration. The configuration developed
considerablewear in many of the instrument-qualitymechanical components. This has
resultedin considerablebacklash in several axes. The current software is therefore
configured to remove thisbacklash during the gaging subroutines. This is done by
"swinging"the suspectaxes away from the gage point locationsand back again before
each measurement to "windup" the backlash in the same directionon alloccasions.
Again thisextends the totalprocesstime. This optionwould probably not be required
on a new mechanical fixturebuiltfor extended operationalendurance. This optionhas
demonstrated,the capabilityto hold the repeatabilityof the gaging subroutineat a
standarddeviationof approximately+7.5 _m (+0.3mils).
Further detailmay be obtainedon the APS processfirmware and
software by referringto the detailedsoftware flow charts and software assembly
listingsinthe Appendix.
4.3 APS System Operation
In order to utilizethe APS system to coat a specimen, two preliminarystepsmust
be accomplished:
i) A holding fixturemust be fabricatedto mount the specimen on the APS
system BHD.
2) The firmware coordinatesand constantsdefiningthe specificprocess and
specimen optionsdesiredmust be insertedintothe microprocessor.
Establishment of the firmware parameters for a new specimen type has
customarilybeen done usinga "master reference blade." The master reference is a
typicalspecimen on which the desiredscan lineshave been drawn. These linesare
drawn on the specimen using the scan linespacing derived,in the depositionprofile
study. (See section5.) The desired gage pointsare also marked on the specimen,
includingat leastone on each scan line. Figure 20 isa photograph showing the latest
master referencebladeused for the JT9D specimen. The firmware tablesare generated
by placingthe master referenceblade in the blade holdingfixturenormally supporting
the specimen being sprayed. Each scan lineon the reference ispositionedin front of
the plasma spray gun inthe orientationrequiredfor spray deposition.The coordinates
for each axisare then obtainedby readingthe correspondingpositioncounters. Either
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Figure 20. Photograph of JTgD First Stage Turbine Blade Used
as Master Reference for Establishment of APS Process
Firmware.
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the remote video terminalor the microprocessorfrontpanel controlsmay be used for
this procedure. The gage point coordinatesare obtained in a similar manner by
positioningthe referenceblade in front of the opticaldetector and superimposingthe
optical detector lightspot on the points marked on the reference blade. For a
productionsystem it would probablybe feasibleto replace thisfirmware specification
procedure with a computer program. Digitaldata isavailableon most turbineblades
which could be used in thisprogram. The manual procedure describedin the previous
paragraph hasproven adequate inexperimentalor development usage.
The APS system is readied for use by programming the specimen firmware
obtainedabove in EPROM. The variousprocesscontrolparameters are alsoplaced in
firmware if differentfrom those already in the control parameter EPROM. The
EPROM's forvariousspecimens can be readilyinterchangedinthe plug-insocketsin the
microprocessor chassis. A production system could have the firmware for many
differentspecimens on one EPROM or on multipleEPROM's. Selectionof the proper
tablesfor the specimen being sprayed could then be by type number designationon a
frontpanel switchregisteror similarconvenienttechnique.
Before initiatingthe automatic sequence on the present APS processfeasibility
implementation,the variousspray parameters are manually preseton the plasma spray
controlconsole. These includeparameters such as arc and auxiliarygas pressures,the
feed ratesettingson the two powder hoppers,the voltagelevelsfor the two spray gun
arc power conditions,etc. The spray controlconsoleis then switched over to remote
control status. From that point on the APS process microprocessorwill select the
proper parameters, actuate the equipment at the proper instantsand otherwisecontrol
the operation. On a productionsystem itwould be a straightforwardtask to have the
" APS process microprocessoralsopresetthe variousspray consoleparameters currently
preset manually. This would be particularlyadvantageous if future process studies
indicatethe need or desirabilityfor differentsettingsfor differentapplications.This
would eliminatethe possibilityof a human errorinprocesssetup.
The specimen to be coated iscurrentlyprepared for sprayingby gritblasting.A
highpurityalumina gritmaterialisutilized.Relativelylittleattentionwas paid to the
surface preparationprocess on the JT9D specimens sprayed to date. The concern on
these specimens was obtainingdepositionthicknessuniformity. On the specimens for
burner rig test and for coatingqualityevaluationsin program Task Ill,however, the
surfacepreparationtask willbe given carefulattention.After gritblastingfor surface
preparation,the specimen isslippedintothe blade holdingfixtureon the APS BHD. A
singleset screw locksthe specimen inthe fixture.The APS processisthen initiatedby
depressingthe "Run" pushbutton.
The remainder of the APS process is completely automatic. This includes
determination of the actual bare specimen coordinates,deposition of controlled
uniformitythicknessesof both the NiCrAIY bond coat and the yttria-stabilizedzirconia
barriercoat,printoutof the actualdepositionthicknessesdepositedon each gage point
as measured by the opticaldetector,and returnof the specimen to the load positionfor
removal and replacement by the next specimen to be coated. Figure 21 isa photograph
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Figure 21. Photographs Taken During the Operation of the Automated
Plasma Spray (APS) System (A JTgD engine 1st stage blade
(right) is being sprayed by the plasma spray gun (left);
the noncontact optlcal metrology sensor is in the background
(lower center)).
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of the APS system duringautomatic operationsprayinga JT9D specimen. The gun,the
opticaldetector and the specimen are visiblein this figure. Also visibleare tubes
directingthe CO 2 cover gas at the specimen duringspray application.
The detailed considerationof the economics of the APS process are being
considered under program Task IV. Results of this study will be presented in a
subsequentreport.
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5.0 EVALUATIONS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This sectiondescribesevaluationsboth of the APS System and the process,i.e.,
the coatingthat itproduces. These two elements must be consideredin conjunction,
since evaluationof the coatingthicknesswas one of the major methods used to evaluate
APS System performance. During the course of the program, the chronological
sequence of events involvedsprayingblades,evaluatingboth the APS measurement data
and the coating by metallurgicalmeans, modifying the spray parameters, the
mechanical subsystem and/or the controlsubsystem and then sprayingmore bladesand
repeating the evaluations. In order to provide a summary view of the end results,
however, each of these activitiesisdescribedin a separate sectionwithout regard to
chronologicalorder. Allevaluationswere carriedout usingthe airfoilsurfacesof JT9D
1ststage turbineblades.
During checkout and debug of the system, four blades were sprayed, Nos. 1
through 4. During initialsystem evaluation,seven more blades were sprayed,Nos. 5
through 11. An additionaleighteenbladeswere sprayed duringthe coarseof the various
system modifications.These are Nos. 12 through 29. Blades numbered 30 and higher
were sprayed afteradditionof internalblade coolingand antibacklashsoftware. Only
the evaluationof blades1 through 29 are includedin thisreport.
5.1 OverallAPS System Evaluation
The APS System underwent a seriesof evaluationsto analyze the initialdesign
and the effectsof modificationsto the system to improve itsperformance. During the
initialevaluations,the measurement subsystem was evaluatedseparatelyto determine
itsabilityto repeatablylocate the airfoilsurface. Then an initialSet of bladeswas
plasma sprayed and evaluated to determine the effectivenessof the spray application
subsystem to apply the coatingwith the desireduniformityand also to determine the
abilityof the measurement subsystem to accuratelymeasure the coatingthat had been
applied. These initialevaluationsidentifieda number of improvements in the design
that were requiredin order to achieve the desiredcoating uniformity. As a result,a
number of modificationswere made to the mechanical subsystem,the controlsubsystem
and to the spray depositionprocessparameters. An additionalset of blades was then
sprayedand evaluated,both to determine the uniformityof the coatingdepositedand to
determine the accuracy with which the coatingthicknesshad been measured. While the
modificationsmade resultedin a substantialimprovement in system performance, the
evaluationsalso resulted in a number of ideas for improvements that could be
incorporated into the present system or into a future system to further improve
performance.
Measurement Subsystem Evaluations
Prior to overall system evaluation,the measurement subsystem was
examined for itsabilityto make repeatablemeasurements. As describedearlier,the
measurement processconsistsof positioningthe bladeso thatthe opticalprobe isaimed
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normal to the point on the blade to be measured and iswithin the focallength of the
opticalextender,and then moving the blade away from the probe in order to execute
the measurement.
There are a number of variableswithinthe system which can have an effect
on the measurement process.These includethe steppingrate measurement, the number
of individualvoltagemeasurements per step,the voltagedifferenceused to identifythe
focal point and the time delay between stepping the motor and strobing the A-D
converter to make a voltagemeasurement. Since the blade is mounted on a moving
tower (BHD) and the BHD's naturalfrequency of vibrationmay be comparable to the
stepping rate, the tower vibrationscan also have an effect on measurement
repeatability.The steppingrate during measurement isa functionof the number of
measurements per step so that the number of measurements influencesthe effectof
resonance of the tower. In order to optimize these variousparameters to achieve the
best possiblerepeatability,a visicorderwas used to record the analog output of the
optical probe and the strobe pulse to the A/D converter during measurement.
Repeatabilitywas measured for a number of combinations of parameters for which
visicordertraceswere made. The resultswere then compared to determine the factors
thataffectrepeatabilityand theiroptimum values.
The printer on the APS console is programmed to print out positive
differencesbetween two differenttables in the microprocessor memory where the
measurement values are storedpriorto and after spraying. This approach works well
for printingout coatingthicknesses,but isnot suitablefor recordingrepeatabilitydata
because the printerhas limitedcapacityto printout the entirevaluestoredin memory,
nor is it capable of printingout the negative numbers which occur. In order to.
determine repeatability,it was necessary to read the measured values out of the
microprocessor memory using either a teletype or an alpha-numeric CRT terminal.
These valueswere read out as fourdigithexadecimal numbers representingthe number
of stepsfrom the zero positionof the Y-axis,the differencein two readingsbeing the
measured difference.This isthe form inwhich the repeatabilitydata ispresented.
For repeatabilitytestingthe system was set up to measure fourpointson a
blade,the lastone twice. Repeatabilityruns consistedof fivesetsof measurements of
each pointat rates of i, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 measurements per step (mt/st).It
was found that 8 and 128 (mt/st)gave the best results,followedcloselyby 1 mt/st and
then 16 mt/st. Visicorderruns were made duringmeasurement of the fourthpoint at
rates of 1, 8, 16 and 128 mt/st. An analysisof the visicorderdata resultedin the
followingconclusions:
1. The system makes correct measurements. In each case studied,the
measurement stopped at the point where the value enteringthe FIFO
was greaterthan the valuein the tenthlocation.The pointselectedas
the focalpointwas eitherthe pointof minimum voltageor one of two
equalpointsof minimum voltage.
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2. At 1 mt/st, the voltage curve was smooth with occasionalripples.
There were no oscillationswhere the voltage slope actuallychanged
from increasingto decreasingor viceversa. As a result,the measured
values went down steadilyto a minimum and then up again. The
steppingrate was 333 Hz.
3. At 8 mt/st,the voltagecurve had definiterippleson it,which, near
the valley,resultedinplateausor even slightreversalsof slope. The
frequency of these humps was 117 Hz. The steppingrate was 237 Hz.
This means that the two frequencies maintained an essentially
constant phase relationshipthroughout the measurement, with two
successivesetsof measurements being taken 180° apart on each cycle
of the voltagecurve. The average voltagemeasured at each step went
smoothly down to a minimum and then up again inspiteof the ripples
because of thisconstantphase relationship.
4. At 16 mt/st,the voltagecurve had irregular ipples,or peaks forwhich
no set frequency was assigned. The fluctuationswere small,resulting
in occasionalplateausnear the curve'sminimum, but more commonly
resultinginvariationsinthe predominant slope. The steppingratewas
182 Hz. At thissteppingrate,visicorderdata was alsotaken afterthe
movement of the Y-axis stopped,and the tower was found to oscillate
in two modes, one with a frequency of 20 Hz and the other with a
frequencyof 114 Hz.
5. At 128 mt/st the voltage curve oscillatedcontinuously.It appeared
that for each step the blade moved and then went through one
complete cycle of overshoot before eitherdamping out or receiving
the next steppulse.The frequencyof theseoscillationswas 42 Hz, the
same as the steppingrate,so thatforeach step the 128 measurements
were averaged over the same portionof the voltage oscillation.The
average voltagemoved smoothly down and then up.
If the steppingrate during measurement is independentof the number of
measurements per step, the repeatabilitycan be expected to improve in direct
proportionto the square root of the number of measurements averaged. This expected
improvement due to averagingwas not achievedbecause of the effectof the interaction
of the varyingsteppingrate with the resonantfrequency of the mechanism. The best
resultswere not obtained when the stepping rate was out of phase with the natural
frequency of the mechanism, but were obtainedwhen the steppingrate was a harmonic
of the natural frequency so that relativelylarge voltage oscillationsoccurred. The
explanationis that the voltage measurements are always taken at the same relative
positionon the oscillation,so the voltagereadings themselves formed a smooth curve.
The evaluationof measurement system repeatabilityat 8 mt/st is listedin Table Ill.
The standard deviationsat each pointrange from 0.9 to 1.5 stepswith the average
being i.isteps. Thisis+0.005mm (+0.0002inches).
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TABLE III
Measurement System Repeatability Data at 8 MT/ST
Point No.
un No. 1 2 3 4a 4b
1 II9F ODC6 09A5 0A5B 0A5A
2 119F ODC7 09A5 0A5B 0A5C
3 11A0 ODC4 09A6 0A5B 0A59
4 119E ODC7 09A7 0A5D 0A5A
5 119D ODC4 09A4 0A5C 0A5B
Ave. 119F ODC6 09A5 0A5C 0A5A
St. Dev. +1.1 +1.5 +1.1 +0.9 +1.1
Ave. St. Dev. +1.1
NOTE: The data values are expressed in hexadecimal number of steps
from the zero positionof the Y-axis.
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Plasma Spray Subsystem Evaluations
After verificationof the measurement system operation,itwas possibleto
perform the initialevaluationof the plasma spray subsystem itself.The initialspray
pattern,which was based on the spray depositiondata from Plasmadyne, consistedof
seventeen verticalspraylinesaround the bladewith one measurement pointon each line
as shown in Figure 22. The measurement pointsalternatedfrom one scan lineto the
next between two cross-sectionsof the airfoil,one near the centerand one near the tip.
This was done to allowevaluationsof the uniformityof the coatingalong the length of
the airfoil.
The firsttwo blades in the initialevaluation,blades No. 5 and No. 6, were
sprayed without usingthe finishroutinefor zirconia,so that each spray linereceived
four passes of NiCrAIY and ten passes of ZrO^. These were sectionedto evaluatethe
performance of both the spray subsystem and _he measurement subsystem. The No. 5
blade was cut at five cross-sectionsalong the length of the airfoiland 100X
micrographswere taken at fivelocationson each cross-sectioninorder to take coating
thickness measurements. The resultsare shown in Table IV. This table shows the
NiCrAIY thickness,the zirconiathicknessand the totalthicknessforeach pointon each
blade cross-section.It alsoshows the average totalthicknessfor each cross-section.
The NiCrAIY variesfrom 0.0to 254 _m (0.0to 10.0mils)and the zirconiafrom 177.8 to
340.4 ]am (7.0to 13.4 mils). The totalthicknessvariesfrom 188 to 543.6]Jm (7.4to
21.4 mils). This isindicativeof the factthat spray lineson the low end of the range
for NiCrAIY are alsoon the low end of the range forzirconiaand thoseon the high end
of the range for NiCrAIY are alsoon the high end of the range forzirconia.In spiteof
the wide point to pointvariationson each cross-section,the thicknessrange isalmost
identicalfor each cross-section.This isto be expected sincethe spray gun isdrivenat
constantspeed alongeach spraylinethe entirelengthof the airfoil.
The No. 6 blade was cross-sectionednear the tipat the sectionwhere the
opticalmeasurements were made. The coatingthicknessmeasurements for blade No. 6
show the same general pattern as for blade No. 5. Thirteen 50X micrographs were
taken around the airfoil,seven on spray linemeasurement pointsand sixat locations
between spray lines. Table V presentsthe coatingthicknessmeasurements made from
the micrographsof blade No. 6 and compares them with the opticalprobe measurements
for those locationswhere both measurements were made. A comparison of the optical
probe data with the micrograph data shows agreement within+ 35.6 _m (+1.4mils)for
the NiCrAIY except for micrograph No. 10 where the coating-wasseparated from the
blade. There was much poorer agreement for the zirconia.Itwas concluded that not
only was the coating not uniform enough from one spray line to the next, but the
measurement accuracy was not withinthe +12.7_ m (+0.5mils).
Five additionalbladeswere sprayed with similarresults.Observationof the
system during spraying of these blades,in which a time delay was added between
sprayingand measuring,lead to the conclusionthat therewere two major problems with
the APS system. The firstproblem was that the plasma spray gun was not spraying
along itscenterlineas assumed. Figure 23 shows the plasma gun intop view including
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Figure 22, Initial Measurement Locations on JTgD First Stage
Blade Airfoil Section.
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TABLE IV
Coating Thickness Evaluation on Blade No. 5
Measurement Locations Coating Thickness (mils)
Section(1) Location (2) NiCrAIY I Zr02 Total AverageJ
l l 7.8 I0.5 18.3 i2 0.3 8.0 8.3
3 l.5 9.0 I0.5
4 0.0 I0.0 10.0
5 7.5 13.4 20,9 _ 13.6
2 l 8.5 I0.6 19.1
2 0.2 8.2 8.4
3 0.8 7.0 7.8
4 2.0 8.5 10.5
8.2 13.2 21.4 13.4
3 1 7.5 11.3 18.8
2 o.2 8.O 8.2
3 0.0 9.0 9.0
4 l.0 9.8 I0.8
5 lO.0 10.O 20.0 13.4
4 l 8.0 II.3 19.3
2 0.2 7.2 7.4
3 0.6 7.4 8.0
4 4.4 ll.O 15.4
5 7.0 I0.5 17.5 13.5
5 l lO.O 7.5 17.5
2 0.I 10.1 10.2
3 0.7 8.0 8.7
4 1.8 13.0 14.8
5 8.0 9.5 17.5 13.7
r
NOTES: I. Bladersectiohingi:WaspePformed by NASA
2. Appro,ximatemeasu_'ementrlocations:
Location l - Convex side near trailing edge
Location 2 - Convex side near center
Location 3 - Convex side near leading edge
Location 4 - Concave side near leading edge
Location 5 - Concave side near trailing edge
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TABLE V
Coating Thickness Evaluation on Blade No. 6
Coating Thickness, (mils)
NiCrAIY Zr02
Micrograph Optical 0ptical
No. (1) Micrograph Probe A Micrograph Probe A
l (convex TE) 7.2 6.8 -0.4 15.6 lO.l -5.5
2 7.6 - 21.2 ! -
3 6.4 I 5.2 -l.2 22.8 i 16.4 -6.4i
4 6.0 - 23.0 ! -
!
5 2.0 0.6 -l.4 17.4 I 12.4 -5.0
6 l.2 - 17.4 ; -
7 (convex LE) 0.4 0.0 -0.4 16.0 ! 14.8 -1.2
! 8 (concave TE) 0.0 0.0 0 17.4 i 19.8 +2.4
9 2.6 - 18.0 -
lO (2) 8.0 4.6 -3.4 24.0 _ 25.4 +1.4
II 7.4 - 32.6 ' -
12 8.0 I 8.6 +0.6 32.0 -
13 (concave LE) 7.4 - 29.2 -
Notes: I. Micrographs No. l, 3, 5, 7, 8, lO and 12 are at measurement points,
MicrographsNo. 2, 4 and 6 are to the left of the measurement points
and Micrographs No.9, II and 13 are to the right of the measurement
points.
2. The NiCrAIY is pulled away from the blade in the area of Micrograph
No. lO. The coating thickness measured off the micrograph was of
the coating only.
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the powder inlettubes on itsopposingsides. The NiCrAIY powder, which entersfrom
the right,is sprayed to the leftand slightlydown. This isnot a problem for manual
spraying,nor isiteven observable,because the operatoraims the gun by lookingat the
spray. For automatic spraying,thissituationmust be accounted for,or when spraying
forcorrectingcoatingthickness,the area needing the coatingwillnot be sprayed. This
was the prime cause of the leadingand trailingedges not receivinguniform coating
thickness.
The second problem was that the great amount of heat generated by the
plasma gun was absorbed primarilyby the blade,blade holderand C-axis shaft as the
gun turnedaround at itsupper extreme excursionpoint. Heat conductionup through the
gimbalsaffectedthe A-axisand B-axispositions.Thisheat caused warpage of the blade
and thermal shiftingof the gimbalsresultinginbladepositionchanges and measurement
errors. The totaleffect was largerthan the desiredcoatinguniformity. In order to
improve the system, modificationswere carriedout which are describedinthe following
sections.
Spray DepositionProcessModifications
In order to evaluate the extent to which the spray is off from the gun
centerline,the system was set up to spray only three lineson a blade;one on the flat
portionof the convex side,one on the highlycurved portionof the convex side,and one
on the highlycurved portionof the concave side. The lineswere located far enough
apart on oppositesidesof the blade so that they would not overlap. A bare blade (No.
21)was sprayed with fourpassesof NiCrAIY on each spray line. A previouslysprayed
blade (No. 7) was strippedof zirconiaand sprayed with fourpassesof zirconiaover the
old NiCrAIY on each of the three spray lines. These blades were cut at two cross-
sections,one near the tipand one near the center of the airfoil.Photomicrographs
were taken at 50X over the entirewidth of the threespraylines.The coatingthickness
was measured every 254 _m (i0 mils)along the width of each pass. This provided six
sets of data pointsper coating material. The data setswere processedusinga second
order polynomial regressionprogram to obtain a curve of coating thicknessversus
positionwhich was used to determine the centerlineof each set of data. The data for
each material were then averaged by matching centerlinesand used to determine the
average thicknessat each distancefrom the centerline.This data was then processed
using an eighth order polynomial regressionprogram to obtain a curve of thickness
versus position.The curves forboth coatings(Figures24 and 25)have the appearance
of normal distributions.The curves show that the NiCrAIY issprayed 9.2° to the right
and the zirconiais sprayed 2.8° to the left. They were used to determine that the
maximum allowablescan linespacing to provide a uniform coating is3.5 mm (0.140
inches)for ZrO 2 and 9.1mm (0.360inches)for NiCrAIY. It was alsodetermined thata
scan line spacing for NiCrAIY of 3.5 mm (0.140 inches)would also give a uniform
coating. Therefore, to simplify the problem of setting up coordinate tables for
spraying,it was decided to use a line spacing of 3.5 mm (0.140 inches)for both
materials. It was alsodecided to increasethe standoffdistanceof the blade from the
spray gun from 6.35 to 7.62 cm (2.5to 3 inches)inorder to reduce the heat inputto the
blade.
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The change in scan linespacingrequiredincreasingthe number of scan lines
from 18 to 24 as shown inFigure 26. Two of these scan lines,the ones at the trailing
edge on the convex and concave sides,are aimed to miss the blade with the center of
the beam so as to overlap the adjacent lineenough to bring the trailingedges up to
uniform thickness.The measurement pointsfor theselinesare at the trailingedges of
the blade and are the only ones not centered on the scan line. The lineon the convex
sideof the leadingedge issprayed with the blade turned slightlyoff-normalinorderto
avoid depositingspray at an obliqueangleon the trailingedge of the concave side. The
order of scan linesissuch that sprayingstartson the trailingedge of the convex side
(scanline0),moves around to the leadingedge of the convex side(scanline12),jumps
to the trailingedge of the concave side(scanline13)and moves around to the leading
edge (scan line23). This order was selected to minimize the amount of spray that
strikesunsprayed surfacesat an obliqueangle and to minimize the effectsof backlash
by reducingthe number of reversalseach axismust make duringspraying.
Mechanical Subsystem Modifications
Mechanical subsystem modificationswere carriedout in order to eliminate,
or compensate for, the blade and fixture thermal warpages which introduced a
measurement inaccuracytoo great to maintain +38.1 _m (+1.5mils)coatingthickness
uniformity.Therefore,inadditionto increasingt-hestandoff-distanceused forspraying,
a number of modificationswere made:
1. A graphitebarrierplate was installedbetween the plasma spray gun
and the blade holder so that when the gun travelsabove the root
platform of the blade and slows down, stopsand reversesitsdirection,
the plasma beam strikesthe barrierplateratherthan the cover of the
blade holder. The barrierplate isangled so that the plasma sprayed
beam isdeflectedto the sideaway from the bladeand the gun.
2. The bladeholderand cover were modifiedto reduce theirsizeto make
room forthe additionof the graphitebarrierplate.
3. A linewas installedon the APS mechanism to provideCO 2 cover gas
to the area of the bladebeingsprayed.
4. An airlinewas alsoinstalledon the BHD to providecoolingairforthe
gimbal area of the carriage.
5. The C-axis shaft and blade holderwere machined to accommodate an
airlineto providecoolingairthrough the insideof the blade.
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Total number of locations: 24
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Figure 26. First Modified Measurement Locations on JTgD
First Stage Blade Airfoil Section.
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ControlSystem Modifications
Since the system was debugged and put into operation,no significant
modificationsto the controlsystem hardware have been made. However, a number of
modificationshave been made in the software and firmware: i) to reduce the heat
input to the blade holder,the software was modified to allow only even numbers of
passes;thereby the plasma gun isalways sprayingintoan open space below the blade
while the blade isbeing positionedfrom one scan lineto the next; 2)to accommodate
the differencein spray directionbetween NiCrAIY and ZrO_, the one table of sprayZ.
coordinateswas replacedwith two tables,one for each materlal; 3)to accommodate
the differencein scan linespacing,the number of scan linesand measurement points
was increasedfrom 18 to 24;and 4) to minimize the effecton measurement accuracy of
backlashcaused by wear inthe gimbal,a tiltof both the A and B axes was incorporated
intothe measurement routinebefore each point.
A number of software changes were alsomade to increasesystem flexibility
so thatprocesschanges can be made or specialtestscan be run: 1)provisionwas made
for programming the FIFO lengthfor any value up to 32 steps; 2)provisionwas made
for insertingoffsetsintothe spray tablesfor any coordinateaxis. This latterfeature
would allow the standoffdistanceto be changed, for example, and the offsetof the
spray tables to be adjusted to compensate for the angle of spray; and 3)special
subroutineshave alsobeen devised,to use duringmanual operationssuch as establishing
the measurement and spraytables.
Evaluationof the ModifiedSystem
The modificationsdescribedin the earliersectionswere carriedout over a
periodof time. The modificationsto the blade holderand to the C-axis shaftto allow
internalcooling of the blade was a major modificationand it resultedin a significant
change in bladelocationin the mechanical positioner.Thischange requirednew tables
of coordinatesfor both measurement and spray to be established.A totalof eighteen
blades, Nos. 12 through 29, were sprayed during this period, some to aid in re-
establishingthe coordinate tables and some to determine the effects of the
modifications.The followingparagraphsdescribe the detailsof the evaluationsfrom
which significantconclusionswere drawn.
After allof the above modificationswere made, except the additionof the
linefor internal coolingof the blade and the antibacklash software for the B-axis
during measurement, blades No. 26 and No. 27 were sprayed. For blade No. 26, a
cooldown period of 10 to 15 minutes was inserted after spraying and before
measurements were taken. For blade No. 27, the entireoperation was carriedout
continuously.The resultsof the opticalprobe measurements for these two bladesare
compared in Table VI forthe NiCrAIY coating,the initialayerof zirconiaand the total
coatingthicknessafterthe finishpassesof zirconia.The tableshows that for blade No.
26,the NiCrAIY coatingis96.5+35.6 _m (3.8_+1.4mils)except forpoint12, which ison
the convex side of the leading edge and point 13, which is the trailingedge of the
7O
TABLE VI
EvaluationsofModifiedAPS SystemUsingBladesNo. 26& 27
Coating Thickness, mils(1)
NiCrAIY 1st ZrO 2 (10 pass) Total
Scan Blade No. Blade No. Blade No.
Line 26 27 A 26 27 A 26 i 27 A
0 3.0 2.8 0.2 7.4* 2.8* 4.6 14.0 14.8 -0.8
1 3.4 3.6 -0.2 8.4 4.0 4.4 16.2 i 17.8 -0.6
2 3.8 5.0 -1.2 10.6 I 5.6 5.0 17.0 i 18.4 -1.4
3 4.2 4.2 0.0 8.8 7.0 1.8 15.8 i 16.8 -1o0
4 4.6 4.6 0.0 8.4 6.8 1.6 15.8 I 16.0 -0.2
5 4.4 4.2 -0.2 8.4 6.6 1.8 16.0 16.4 -0.4
6 4.0 3.8 -0.2 8.2 7.0 1.2 15.2 16.4 -1.2
7 5.2 3.2 -2.0 8.0 7.0 1.0 15.8 16.2 -0.4
8 4.6 3.6 I -1.0 8.8 ' 6.6 ' 2.2 16.0 16.2 -0.2
9 3.6 3.2 I -0.4 9.0 I 5.8 I 3.2 14.8 15.6 -0.8
10 4.2 3.8 } -0.4 10.0 1 6.0 4.0 16.0 17.2 -1.2
11 3.8 3.0 i i
-0.8 11.6" 7.6* 4.0 18.6" 19.6" -1.0
12 0.6* 1.2" +0.6 6.0* 2.2* 3.8 11.8" 13.2" -1o4
13 1.8" 2.2* +0.4 9.4 5.4 4.0 14.0 14.6 -0.6
14 2.4 2.4 r 0.0 10.0 6.0 4.0 15.0 16.0 -i.0
15 3.2 I 3.2 i 0.0 9.4 6.2 3.2 14.8 16.2 -1.4
16 3.4 i 3.0 i -0.4 10.0 5.8 I 4.2 14.8 15.6 -0.8
17 3.8 3.6 ! -0.2 10.2 5.4 4.8 15.2 16.6 -1.4
18 3.6 3.8 i +0.2 9.6 5.6 3.0 14.8 17.0 -3.2
19 4.8 4.6 I -0.2 i0.0 5.4 I 4.6 1 15.0 18.0 -3.0
20 5.2 !, 5.2 II 0.0 10.4 ! 6.4 ' 4.0 14.4 ! 19.0 -4.6
21 4.4 _i 4"8 i -0.4 10.6 i 7.2 i 3.4 15.2 20.0 -4.8
22 - I 2.4 ! - - 4.0 I - 13.6" 16.4 -2.8
23 2.8, ", 1.8" I -1.0 5.6* 3.0* }I 2.6 14.0 14.0 l 0i
}Average 3.8 3.8 _ 9.3 5.6 I !15.5 17.0 t
Range +1.4 +1.4 I ++1.3 +1.6 l i +1.5 } +3.0 i
*Not includedinAverage or Range
(1) Measurement data isexpressedinunitsof milsas printedby APS System.
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concave side. Slight adjustmentsof the spray coordinatesforthesetwo lineswould be
expected to bringthe NiCrAIY coatingwithinthe desired_+38.1_m(_+1.5mils)tolerance
band. The NiCrAIY measurements for blade No. 27 show the same uniformity,except
that,inaddition,point23,which isrighton the leadingedge,islow. For the initialpass
of zirconia,the pattern for blade No. 26 is about the same as for NiCrAIY. The
zirconialayer is236.2_+33_m (9.3+1.3mils),except forline0,which ison the trailing
edge of the convex sideand linesii,12 and 23. In thiscase the spray thatmissed line
12, hitlineii, causing itto be oversprayed. Blade No. 27 shows a similarpatternbut
an average of 94.0 _m (3.7mils)lesscoating. The totalcoatingthicknessfor blade No.
26 came out 393.7 +i _m (15.5+1.5 mils)except for lines11, 12 and 22. Additional
finishpasses would have brought-lines12 and 22 up to the desiredcoating,but would
have caused lineIi to be badly oversprayed. Itisreasonableto assume, however, that
by adjustingline12 and allowingan adequate number of finishpasses,the entireblade
could have been coated within the desiredrange. The resultsfor blade No. 27 show
similarresultsforlines11 and 12,but a heaviercoatingand a largerrange of valueson
the otherlines,431.8 _m _+76.2_m (17.0+3.0 mils).
It was concluded from these resultsthat two correctionswere needed in order to
achieve a coatinguniformityof _+38.1_m (+1.5mils):
i. A few scan linesneeded adjustment to even out the deposition;and
2. The heat generated duringplasma sprayingneeded to be removed more
efficientlyin order to eliminate measurement errorscaused by the
effectsof thermal expansion.
The errors in measurement caused by thermal effects are illustratedby
comparing the resultsfor blades No. 26 and 27 listedin Table VI. The measurements
aftersprayingtwo passesper lineof NiCrAIY show very littledifferencebetween the
two blades. The measurement after sprayingten passes per lineof zirconiashow a
large error on almost every line. The totalcoatingthickness,which isachieved with
three sets of finishpassesseparated by measurements, with only a few selectedlines
sprayed the lasttime,show largedifferenceson only a few lineson the highcurvature
part of the concave sideof the blade.
These resultsare consistentwith the theory that the measurement values
are in errorby an amount that isproportionalto the amount of heat that the part is
subjected to during the spray operation and the amount of time allowed for cooling
before measurement. For blade No. 26,a sufficientcooldown period(10 to 15 minutes)
was allowed,so that true measurements were obtainedand the coatinguniformitywas
limitedonly by a few minor errorsin the spray coordinatetables. For blade No. 27,
however, the measurements made after the firstapplicationof zirconiawere low on
some linesdue to thermal warpage, causing too many finishpasses to be applied on
these linesthe firsttime. During subsequent measurements, followingfinishpassesin
which only a few lineswere sprayed, the blade had time to cool down, so that the
measurements revealedthe overspray.This can be seen by comparing the measurements
taken after each zirconiapass which are presentedin Table VIIalong with the number
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of finishpasses. Lines 19, 20 and 21 allhad adequate coatingafterthe firstzirconia
applicationand no finishpasseswere added. By the finalmeasurement, allthree lines
had increasedby about 88.9 _m (3.5mils)and were shown to be oversprayed. It can
alsobe seen from the data inTable VIIthat the effectof warpage ismore predominant
near the edges of the blade. Lines 3 through 5 and 14 through 17, which are near the
center of the airfoiland also had no finishpasses after the firstfinishspray,show
considerablyless change after cooldown, an average of 17.8_m (0.7 mils). This
indicatesthatthe warpage includesa significantwistingof the airfoil.
In order to correctthisproblem, additionalcoolingwas providedin the form
of airflow through the insideof the blade. At the same time the antibacklashtiltwas
added to the B-axisto correcteffectsof wear inthe gimbal.
5.2 APS ProcessEvaluation
General Discussion
The automated plasma spray (APS) process developed in thisprogram is
designedto provideuniform and reproduciblecoatingson airfoils.Specifically,a two-
layered thermal barriercoatingof NiCrAIY and yttriastabilizedzirconiawas used to
demonstrate the process. All efforts were carried out utilizinga single airfoil
geometry; the JT9D firststage turbineblade. APS process evaluations,thus,were
carried out in respect to three criteria:i) coating thickness uniformity and
reproducibility,2)coatingstructure,and 3)coatingintegrityin torchexposuretests.
The prime objectivein the APS process/systemdevelopment was coating
thicknessuniformity and reproducibility.Since the APS system contains an optical
dimensionalmetrology subsystem, the system evaluationreliedheavilyon thisdevice.
This approach was not only feasiblebut was cost-effectiveonce initialcalibrations
proved the approach accurate. Subsequent blade sectioning and dimensional
measurements obtainedfrom photomicrographswere made to verifycoating thickness
performance.
Coating structure was to be maintained at the level of prior art
demonstration (Ref. i). Coating optimization,as such, was not the objectiveof the
program. Evaluations of coating structure were performed relyingon established
procedures of part sectioningand metallography. A preliminaryevaluationof coating
integrityin a torch test was performed. The resultsof the variousevaluationsare
discussedin the followingsections.
Coating ThicknessEvaluation
Evaluationsof coating thicknessuniformitywere performed by sectioning
sprayed blades and making measurements on photomicrographs taken of the sections.
Micrographstaken at 50X providedan area for coating thickness measurements
comparable to the area measured by the opticalprobe. Coating thicknessevaluations
- covered both manually sprayedand APS system coated JT9D firststage blades.
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TABLE VII
Effect of Blade/Fixture Thermal Warpage on Coating Thickness
Coating Thickness on Blade No. 27 (mils)(1)
Total Total I Total Total Total Total Total
Coating No. of ! Coati6g No. of Coating No. of CoatingAf er Finish Af er Finish Af er Finish Af erScan
Line Ist ZrO2 Passes ! l_t Finish Passes 2nd Finish Passes 3rd Finishi L
0 5.6 12 II.4 18 13.6 20 4.8
l 7.6 IO 14.6 12 16.8 12 7.8
2 O.6 6 7.O 6 18.8 6 8.4
3 l.2 6 6.0 6 16.4 6 6.8
4 1.4 6 5.6 6 15.6 6 6.0
5 0.8 6 5.4 6 15.6 6 6.4
6 0.8 6 4.6 8 15.6 8 6.4
7 0.2 6 4.6 8 15.8 8 6.2
8 0.2 6 4.4 8 16.0 8 6.2
9 9.0 8 3.4 lO 14.6 12 15.6
I0 9.8 8 _ 4.8 lO 16.6 lO 17.2
II _ IO.6 6 7.4 6 18.6 6 19.6
12 i 4.4 14 9.2 22 II.4 28 3.2
13 7.6 lO 4.6 12 15.4 12 4.6
14 8.4 lO 5.6 lO 16.6 IO 6.0
15 9.4 8 ' 6.2 8 16.6 8 6.2
16 8.8 8 _ 5.0 8 15 8 8 5.6
17 _ 9.0 8 , 5.0 8 ! 16 2 8 6.6
18 ! 9.4 8 4.4 lO 15 8 I0 7.0
_19 I lO.O 8 _ 5.4 8 _ 16 6 8 8.0I
20 ' 11.6 6 _ 5.6 6 ' 16 6 6 _ 9.0
i21 i 12.O 4 ' 6.4 4 17 4 4 _ 20.0
122 I 6.4 12 ; 2.8 16 _ 15.4 16 _ 16.4
123 i 4.8 14 ! l.2 20 14.4 22 14.0
I i I _ ',
l
! L
Notes: I. Measurement data is expressed in units of mils as actual
printouts of the APS hardware.
?4
Evaluationof Manually Sprayed Blades
Evaluationswere performed on two blades(No. X and Y) hand sprayed
- by two operators,while the blades were vise-clamped. These blades are believed
representative of manual plasma spray (MPS) production operations using no
mechanization.
Figure 27 illustratesthe blade sectioningscheme. Cuts were made
perpendicularto the length of the airfoilat about 32mm (1-1/4 inch)and 50mm (2
inches)from the tip. The tip end portionof the airfoilwas then sectionedalong its
length at about 7.6 mm (0.3inch)from the leadingedge. Surfaces "A" and "B" were
polishedand photographed. Figures 28 through 31 show surfaces"A" and "B" of blade
No. X and Y, respectively.These providean overallview of the coatingdistributionand
uniformity. Figure 30 shows that the coating is pulledaway from the blade on the
concave side. Measurements of the coatingthicknesswere made on surface"A" of each
blade at the same points at which opticalprobe measurements are made on the
automaticallysprayedblades(Figure26).Surface"B" of each bladewas measured every
6.4 mm (0.25inches)along itslengthon each side. The resultsof these measurements
are presentedin Table VIII.For both operatorsthe uniformityalongthe lengthof a line
isabout +38.1 ljm (1.5mils)for NiCrAIY and 45°7 _m (1.8mils)for total.The variation
between pointson the cross-section,however, ismuch greater;+112 _m (4.4mils)for
NiCrAIY and + 417 ljm (16.4mils)total.The average NiCrAIY thicknessis180 _m (7.1
mils)and the average totalthicknessis886 _m (35.9mils).While the data islimited,it
suggests that the spread in coating thicknessisa relativelyfixed percentage of the
thicknessratherthan a fixednumber, so that fora totalcoating thicknessof 406 _m
(16.0mils)the uniformitymight be expected to be about+190 lJm (7.5mils).
Although the average coatingthicknessesand the spreadin thicknesses
are not drasticallydifferentbetween the two blades,there is a significantdifference
between the two bladesas can be seen by comparing Figures26 through 29. Blade No.
Y has a fairlyuniform coatingexcept fora few locationswhich are considerablythinner
or thicker.The concave sidehas only a slightlythickercoatingthan the convex. Blade
No. X has a much thickercoatingon the concave side and isvery nonuniform on the
convex side.These differencesillustratethe fact,that formanually sprayed blades,the
problem is not only the nonuniformityof the coating on a particularblade. An even
greaterproblem isthe lack of repeatabilityfrom one blade to another which can occur
because of the many factorsaffectinghuman operatorperformance.
Evaluationof the APS System Sprayed Blades
Of the many blades that were sprayed using the APS system about
twenty were coated completely and had printoutsof the coating thicknesses.Table IX
liststhe spread of the best bladesdone duringthe time when therewas stilla thermal
warpage problem. The best uniformityachieved was +43 lJm (1.7mils)for NiCrAIY
and +79 lJm(3.1mils)for totalthickness.The average for ten bladesis+68.1 IJm (2.68
mils)-forNiCrAIY and +98.3 _m (3°85mils)for totalthickness.The comparable results
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Figure 28. Photomacrograph Cross-section of Manually Sprayed
JT9D Blade Specimen No. "X" at Surface Location "A"
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Figure 29. Photomacrograph Cross-section of Manually Sprayed
JTgD Blade Specimen No. "X" at Surface Location "B"
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Figure 30. Photomacrograph Cross-section of Manually Sprayed
JTgD Blade Specimen No. "Y" at Surface Location "A"
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Figure 31. Photomacrograph Cross-section of Manually Sprayed
JTgD Blade Specimen No. "Y" at Surface Location "B".
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TABLE VIII
Coating Thickness Measurements on Manually Sprayed Blades
CoatingThielmess (mi I s)
SurfaceA SurfaceB
]_lad_HO, BladeNg,
Location X Y Location X Y
No._ NiCrAIY Total NiCrAIY Total No. NiCrAIY Total NiCrAIY Total
1 3.9 15.0 2.4 26.0 1 3.9 43.3 3.9 33.1
2 5.5 18.1 4.7 30.7 2 5.5 47.3 3.9 31.5
3 5.5 22.1 4.7 31.5 3 5.5 44.9 4.7 31.5
4 6.3 22.1 3.9 31,5 4 6.3 44.1 5.5 34.7
5 6.3 23.6 3.9 32.3 5 8.7 45.7 4.7 30.7
6 7.1 28.4 5.5 32.3
7 8.7 33.5 6.3 33.9
8 9.5 43.3 4.7 31.5
9 9.5 47.3 5.5 32.3
10 9.5 39.4 5.5 33.9
11 7.1 27.6 7.1 31.5
12 7.9 23.6 7.9 30.7
median 6.70 31.15 5.15 29.95 6.30 45.3 4.70 32.70
spread +2.80 +16.15 +2.75 + 3.95 +2.40 + 2.0 +0.80 + 2.00
average 7.23 28.67 5.18 31.50 5.98 45.06 4.51 32.30
std dev. +1.83 +10.17 +1.49 + 2.02 +1.75 + 1.54 +0.67 + 1.60
14 3.9 47.3 7.1 37.0 1 3.9 49.6 7.9 47.3
15 4.7 47.3 9.5 39.4 2 5.5 51.2 8.7 46.5
16 4.7 47.3 9.5 43.3 3 5.5 50.4 9.5 44.9
17 5.5 48.1 11.8 44.9 4 5.5 48.1 9.5 44.1
18 6.3 49.6 13.4 47.3 5 11.8 45.7
19 7.9 53.6 13.4 48.9
20 5.5 52.0 11.8 43.3
21 5.5 46.5 9.5 33.1
22 3.9 29.9 3.9 22.1
23 3.2 41.8 5.5 31.5
median 5.55 41.75 8.65 35.5 4.70 49.65 9.85 45.70
spread +_2.35 +_11.85 +_4.75 +_13.4 +_0.80 +_1.55 +1.95 +_1.60
average 5.11 46.34 9.54 39.08 5.10 49.83 9.48 45.70
std dev. +1.36 + 6.60 +3.23 + 8.30 +0.80 + 1.32 +1.46 + 1.26
median 6.25 34.30 7.90 35.50 6.30 47.25 7.85 39.00
spread +_3.25 +19.30 +5.50 !+_13.40 +2.40 +_.3.95 +3.95 +_8.30
average 6.27 36.70 7.16 34.95 5.59 47.18 7.01 39.00
std dev. +1.93 +12.41 +3.25 i_+6.82 +1.41 +-2.85 +-2.81 +_7.19
Valueslistedfor the column of "Total"are the sum of theNiCrAIY and ZrO2 coatings.
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TABLE IX
Spread of OpticalProbe Data From
Ten Best Uniformly Coated JT9D Blades
(SprayedWithout InternalAir Cooling)
Coating Thickness_inMils
I NiCrAIY Total
Blade No. Average/_pread Average/Spread
I
22 4.7 +3.5 I 11.2_+3.2
i
23 4.9 +3.7 I 16.5+3.7
26 2.9 +2.3 r 15.2+3.4
m
27 3.2 +2.0 16.6+3.4
29 2.4 +2.4 16.3+3.1
30 4.2 +2.6 i 18.8+3.8
t
31 7.3 +3.5 I 14.8_+4.2
J
34 3.5 +1.7 l 20.8+5.0
|
35 3.9 +3.3 i 19.1+4.9
!
37 4.2 +1.8 17.8+3.8
Average 4.12+2.68 16.71+3.88
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for manually sprayed bladesare an average of +112 _m (4.4mils)for NiCrAIY and an
expected average of +190 _n (7.5mils)at the-same thicknessfor total. Therefore,
these resultsnot onlyshow good consistencyfrom one blade to another,but alsobetter
: uniformitythan can be achievedby manual spraying.
Blades No. 26 and 27 were sectionedand photographed to determine
the actual coating uniformity. Section A (cross-section)on each blade was made in
about the same locationas on the hand sprayed blades.SectionB was only cut on Blade
No. 26 and itwas locatedat approximatelythe center of the airfoil,ratherthan near
the leadingedge. Section A on Blade No. 26 only includesthe part of the blade from
SectionB to the leadingedge. Figures32,33 and 34 show photomacrographs of Sections
A and B of Blade No. 26 and SectionA of Blade No. 27,respectively.These providean
overallview of the coatingdistributionand uniformity. 50X photomicrographs were
made around Section A of each blade approximatelyat the pointswhere opticalprobe
measurements were made during spraying,and along Section B of Blade No. 26 at
6.4 mm (0.25inch)intervalson both sides.The coatingthicknessat each location,both
for NiCrAIY and for totalcoating thickness,was measured on each photomicrograph.
The resultsof these measurements are listedinTable X.
Figures 35 and 36 show two of the most difficultareas to spray on
Blade No. 27. Figure35 shows the area with the highestradiusof curvature,the leading
edge (point23). Figure 36 shows one side of the trailingedge adjacentto the cooling
passage opening (pointi). Itcan be seen that the coating tapersdown to the edge of
the cooling passage without blocking the opening. This excellent result was
accomplished without masking. The data inTable X show that the uniformityalong the
length of a scan line(SectionB) is+I0 _m (0.4mils)for NiCrAIY and +20 _m (0.8mils)
for total,which isabout a factoro_ three better than on the manuaT sprayed blades.
The uniformity between scan lines(SectionA) is +57_m (2.2 mils)for NiCrAIY and
+_66_m (2.6mils)fortotalthickness. Both of these-valuesare considerablybetterthan
° can be done by manual spraying.Also,the average coatingthicknessfor each portionof
a blade,and for each entireblade,iswithinthe desiredrange of 79 to 155 _m (3.1to
6.1 mils)for NiCrAIY and 368 to 445 _m (14.5to 17.5mils)fortotalcoatingthickness.
These resultsdemonstrate that,even with the problem of thermal warpage when these
blades were sprayed, the APS system is considerablybetter than manual sprayingin
uniformityboth over each blade and between blades.
Figure 37 is a graph comparing coating thicknesstaken from the
opticalprobe data inTable VI with the photomicrograph data in Table X for Blade No.
27. The agreement isquitegood. A carefullycontrolledexperiment,in which special
precautions are taken to identifythe exact locations of the optical probe and
metallurgicalmeasurement points,would be requiredto determine whether or not the
differencesshown inFigure37 are statisticallysignificant.
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Figure 32. Cross-section of JT9D Blade Specimen No. 26 from Center to
Leading Edge after Coating with APS System and Torch Test
(Approximate locations where micrographs were taken are
indicated by numbered arrows).
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
Figure 33. Length Section of JTgD Blade Specimen No. 26 from Tip to
Section "A" after Coating with APS System and Torch Test
(Approximate locations where micrographs were taken are
indicated by numbered arrows).
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Figure 34. Cross-section of JT9D Blade Specimen No. 27 after Coating by
APS System (Approximate locations where micrographs were
taken are indicated by numbered arrows).
TABLE X
Coating Thickness Measurements on APS System Sprayed Blades
Coating Thickness (m!Is)
Surface_ A (Crops-Section) Surface B (Lenoth)
Blade No. Blade No.
Location 27 26 Location 26
No. NiCrAIY Total NiCrAIY Total No. NiCrAIY Total
1 3.7 17.1 1 5.1 17.3
2 5.0 17.6 2 5.5 18.1
3 4.9 16.2 3 5.3 17.3
4 4.1 15.6 4 5.3 16.4
5 4.2 16.5 3.9 15.4
6 3.9 16.5 4.2 15.8
7 4.7 16.0 5.0 16.0
8 3.9 16.2 5.1 15.4
9 3.9 16.0 4.7 14.2
I0 4.2 16.5 4.3 13.8
11 3.9 19.5 3.5 17.7
12 1.3 15.2 1.6 11.8
median 3.15 17.35 3.35 14.75 5.30 17.25
spread +1.85 + 2.15 +1.75 + 2.95 +0.20 +0.85
.... w m
average 3.98 16.58 4.03 15.01 5.30 17.28
std. dev +0.94 + 1.11 +1.12 + 1.76 +0.16 + 0.70
14 4.2 18.4 1 4.3 16.2
15 4.2 17.9 2 4.7 15.8
16 4.5 16.3 3 4.7 15.8
17 4.2 16.5 4 5.5 17.3
18 4.2 17.3 5.1 15.4
19 5.4 17.1 5.8 15.8
20 5.8 17.9 6.0 16.4
21 5.4 18.7 6.0 17.6
22 3.2 17.9 4.3 16.2
23 1.6 15.0 2.7 15.0
median 3.70 16.85 4.35 16.30 4.90 16.55
spread +2.10 + 1.85 +1.65 + 1.30 +0.60 + 0.75
average 4.27 17.30 4.98 16.07 4.80 16.28
std. dev. +1.21 + 1.12 +1.30 + 0.91 +0.50 + 0.71
median 3.55 17.25 3.80 14.75 4.90 16.95
spread +2.25 + 2.25 I +_2.20 +_2.95 +0.60 +_1.15
average 4.11 16.90 ! 4.44 15.46 5.05 16.78
std. dev. +1.06 I + 1.15 +1.25 + 1.51 +-0.44 +_0.84}
Values listedfor columns of "Total"are the sum of the NiCrAIY and ZrO 2 coatings.
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Figure 35. Photomicrograph of APS-Coated JTgD Blade Specimen No. 27 at
Point No. 23 (Leading Edge)(5OX).
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Figure 36. Photomicrograph of APS-Coated JTgD Blade Specimen No. 27 at
Point No. ] (Trai|ing Edge) (50X).
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Scan Line Number lIn order, TECV to TECC).
Comparison of Photomicrograph and Optical Probe Coating
Thickness Measurements on Blade No. 27.
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Another comparison that can be made is the coating uniformity as
indicatedby the two types of measurements. Ifthe resultsfor blades Nos. 26 and 27
are compared over the regionswhere data is availableby both methods, the average
spread for the two types of coatingson the two blades isfound to be +64 _m (2.5mils)
based on photomicrograph measurements and +71 _m (2.8 mils)based on the optical
probe measurements. These resultsindicatethat the opticalprobe providesa reliable
indicationof the coatinguniformity.
Macro Coating Characteristics
In additionto evaluatingthe APS system and manually sprayed coatingsfor
thickness uniformity,the coatings were visuallyexamined at 50X for evidence of
cracking,oxides,interfacequality,etc. Figures38 through 45 illustratethe features
observed in the coatingson blades X and Y which were manually sprayed. On these
blades the coating was appliedover an aluminide coating on the blade surface. The
photomicrographs show the variationin the substrate/bondcoat interfacequalityand
the range of porosityand crackingfound in the zirconiacoating.Figures46 through49
cover the substrate/bondcoat interfacequalityand the porosityfound in the zirconia
coatingas depositedby the APS system. Itshouldbe noted thatthereisno crackingin
the APS coatingswhile there isinthe manually appliedcoating. The photomicrographs
illustratethat neithercoating process was optimized, although as a whole, the APS
coatingsappeared to be of betterquality.
Torch Test Evaluation
One of the APS cooled blades (No. 26) was submitted to a torch test at
NASA to determine coating integrity. After 23 one-hour thermal exposures,the test
was stopped because of surfacespallation.The localizedthermal barrierspallationon
the leadingedge (see arrow) isshown in Figure 50. Under macroscopic examination,
three small localizedspallationareas on the leading edge were observed. Figure 51
shows the spallationareasat 40X and 100X. In the spalledarea justto the rightof the
arrow in Figure 50 (thearea closestto the root platform),the totalcoating thickness
was reduced approximately20%.
Microscopic examination of the spalledregion showed a thin bond coat,
varying from one to three mils in thickness. This corresponds with the printouts
obtained from the APS system opticaldetector for the NiCrAIY coatingon the leading
edge (Figure52, at lines12 to 23). No cracks,eitherparallelto or at an angle to the
bond/zirconiainterfaceare present in the area of spallation.The localizedspallation
was probablydue to exfoliationof looselybonded outerlayersof the ceramic.
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Figure 38. Photomicrograph of Manually Coated JT9D Blade No. "X",
Surface "A" at Location 14 (50X).
Figure 39. Photomicrograph of Manually Coated JT9D Blade No. "X",
Surface "A" at Location 12 (5OX).
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Figure 40. Photomicrograph of Manually Coated JTgD Blade No. "X",
Surface "A" at Location 13 (5OX).
.
.
Figure 41 Photomicrograph of Manually Coated JT9D Blade No. "X"
Surface "B" at Location 5 (5OX).
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Figure 42. Photomicrograph of Manually Coated JTgD Blade No. "Y",
Surface "A" at Location 20 (50X).
Figure 43. Photomicrograph of Manually Coated JT9D Blade No. "Y",
Surface "A" at Location II (50X).
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Figure 44. Photomicrograph of Manually Coated JT9D Blade No. "Y",
Surface "A" at Location 21 (5OX).
Figure 45. Photomicrograph of Manually Coated JT9D Blade No. "Y",
Surface "A" at Location 8 (5OX).
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Figure 46. Photomicrograph of the APS System Coated JTgD Blade No. 26,
Surface "A" at Location 9 (50X).
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Figure 47. Photomicrograph of the APS System Coated JTgD Blade No. 26,
Surface "A" at Location 21 (50X).
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Figure 48. Photomicrograph of the APS System Coated JT9D Blade No. 27.
Surface "A" at Location 10 (SOX) .
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Figure 49. Photomicrograph of the APS System Coated JT9D Blade No. 27.
Surface "A" at Location 20 (SOX).
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Figure 50. APS Coated, NASA Burner Rig Tested Airfoil No. 26 after 23 Hour
Exposure. (Note location of arrow showing some local ized
thermal barrier coat spalling.)
(4ox)
(l oox)
Figure 51. Photomicrographs of APS Coated Burner Rig Tested Airfoil No. 26
after 23 Hour Exposure Showing Localized Thermal Barrier
Coat Spalling.
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Note: Location No. 22 data for NICrAIY thickness is missslng on
prlntout due to printer malfunction.
Figure 52. Data Printouts from APS System Showing Actual Deposition
Thicknesses (in mils) of NiCrAIY and Zirconium Oxide Coatings
on JTgD Specimen No. 26 as Determined by Optical Sensor at
Each Gage Point.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND CONTINUED CONTRACT EFFORT
Feasibilityof an automated plasma spray (APS) system to uniformly and
reproducibly apply the NASA developed two-layer (NiCrAIY-4 mils and
. ZrO_/12Y_O._-12 mils)thermal barriercoatingsto aircraftgas turbineblade airfoils
has been _nv_stigated.In investigatingthe APS system feasibility,using specially
developed and fabricatedprocesshardware, the followingconclusionswere reached:
1. Feasibilityhas been demonstrated for an automated process for plasma
sprayingtwo-layerthermal barriercoatingson aircraftgas turbineblades.
Thisprocess incorporatesnoncoherent opticalsensingof actualin-process
coatingbuildupon the bladeand providesclosedloop controlof deposited
coatingthickness.The processcan be programmed to providea specified,
controlled epositedcoatingthicknessover the airfoilsurfaceas well as a
uniform thickness.
2. Extrapolationof preliminarydata obtained on the APS process on JT9D
firststage turbineblades indicatesthat the desired +38 _m (1.5 mils)
coating thickness uniformity over the airfoilsurface is achievable,
whereas currently,by manual deposition,the coatinguniformityisnot less
than +76 _m (3 mils). Closer controlof blade temperature during the
optica_gagingsubroutinesalongwith rebuildingof the existingmechanical
positioningfixtureto eliminatewear and backlash are requiredto meet
the +38 _m (1.5mil)objective.
3. The APS process has demonstrated the capabilityof coating JT9D blade
airfoilsurfaceswith a two-layerthermal barriercoat without masking the
blade root section and without masking or plugging the trailingedge
coolingports.
4. The noncoherent opticalgaging subsystem developed for the APS process
has demonstrated metrology performance capabilitiesto +2 _m (.08mils).
Despite the deficienciesin the system mechanical hardware, this
subsystem has demonstrated a measurable standarddeviationof _+7.5_m
(0.3mils)on the blades.
5. Additionalinvestigationsare requiredto optimizethe APS processcontrol
parameters and to statisticallyverify the process performance
capabilities.
The development effortremaining isto statisticallydemonstrate the system's
capabilityto reproduciblyproduce coatingthicknessuniformityof +38 _m (1.5mils)
on severalaircraftgas turbineand electricutilityblades. These-tasks are alsoto
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obtain da{a that willindicatethat the APS system developed isa viableprocessfor
commercial utilization. To accomplish this,a newly designed blade handling
subsystem willbe builtto overcome the mechanical,thermal, and other associated
problems with the presentsystem, and willbe used to coat 25 aircraftgas turbineand
10 electricutilityblades for coating thicknessanalysisafter the system has been
fullyintegrated.The analysisforcoating uniformityon the bladeswilldetermine the
system's capabilityto maintain +38 _m (1.5 mils)controlof certainthickness. In
addition,an economic study willbe completed to determine the projectedproduction
cost for the APS process. Recommendations for futurework and possibleapplication
of the technologydeveloped willbe included,afterwhich a demonstrationof the APS
system willbe made for industry.
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7.0 APPENDICES
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7.1 LISTOF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
Symbol Quantity Unit
A Blade angularrotationalaxisof motion -
(aroundlinearmotion of X axis)
A/D Analog to digitalconverter -
APS Automated Plasma Spray -
B Blade angularrotationalaxisof motion -
(aroundlinearmotion of Y axis)
BHD Blade handlingmechanism -
C Blade angularrotationalaxisof motion -
(aroundlinearmotion of Z axis)
CPU Centralprocessingunit -
CRT Cathode raytube
CTDM Coating thicknessmeasurement device -
EMI Electromagneticinterference volt/meter
EPROM Erasableprogrammable read onlymemory -
FIFO First-in-first-out
g Mass gram
g/min Flow rate gram/minute
g/s Flow rate gram/second
Hz Frequency hertz
I/O Input/output
1 Volume liter
LED Lightemittingdiode -
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7.1 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS (cont'd)
Symbol Quantity Unit
.- 1/min Flow rate liter/minute
I/s Flow rate liter/second
min Time minute
MPS Manual plasma spray -
mt/st Measurement per step -
PC Printedcircuit
PIA Peripheralinterfaceadaptor -
RAM Random access memory -
ROM Read onlymemory
s Time second
SGSF Spray gun scanningfixture -
TB Thermal barrier
" TTL Transistor-transistor-logic -
W Power watt
Z Opticaldetectorlinearaxisof motion -
ZZ Plasma gun linearaxisof motion -
X Blade linearaxisof motion -
(perpendicularto plasma spray direction)
Y Blade linearaxisof motion -
(parallelto plasma spraydirection)
lap Microprocessor
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7.2 Prefixes
Decimal multiplesand submultiplesof the engineeringunitsare formed by
means of prefixes.A partial istof the NBS recommended unitsof prefixesare listed
below:
Factor by Which
Symbol Prefix the Unit isMultiplied
G giga 109
M mega 106
k kilo 103
d deci 10-1
c centi 10-2
m milli 10-3
micro 10-6
- n nano 10-9
p pico 10-12
7.3 APS Mechanism Specification
7.4 APS System CircuitDiagrams
7.5 APS ProcessSoftware Flow Charts and Assembly Listings
The materials of the sectionslistedabove are being publishedin a separate
volume. May be obtained from J. P. Merutka, MS 49-1, NASA/LeRC, 21000
Brookpark Road, Cleveland,Ohio 44135.
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